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AESTRÀCry

Computer simulation is used to investigate t,he influenee of

atmospheric refracÈion on aircraft landing in the polar

regions. An imaginary landscape is created with Èhe aid of

the computer Èo simulate the runsray and its surroundings.

Image space contour ploÈs, computed by ray tracing, map the

objects in the Landscape from their actual }ocations into

their corresponding image locations" The computer generated

images are used to create two animation sequences" The ani-
mations provide insighÈs into the influence of atmospheric

refraction during aircraft landing"
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TMTROT}TJÇTTOB{

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the influence

of atmospheric refraction on aircraft landing in the polar

regions. This t,hesis will present a computer program capa-

ble of generating three dinensional irnages of atmospheric

refract ion "

Previous ef f ort, to si¡nulate images of atmospheric ref rac-

tion has been limited to Èwo dimensions t1l. In this the-

sis, a three dimensional model of a runway and its surround-

ings is created to provide the backdrop of an aircraft
landing site. The image space method is implemented Ín

sof tr.¡are to generate image space contour plots. The contour

plots can be used to update Lhe actual locations of objects

in the model to their corresponding image locations. Two

animation sequences of aircraft landing will be created from

images generated by the computer program. l{ith Èhe aid of

the computer program and Èhe compuÈer generated images, one

can determine the extent of influence which the atmospheric

refraction has on aircraft landing"

In chapter 2, the mathematical principles behind atmos-

pheric refraction and the underlying assumptions of the

atmospheric model will be presented. Chapter 3 begins with

t-
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a discussion on the image calculaÈion techniques. The image

space modeL met,hod is introduced as an alternatíve Èo the

transfer characteristic method in the construction of mirage

images" This is follos*ed by a section discussing Èhe dif-
ferences between the transfer characteristic and image space

method. Àn overview of the hardware system used and t,he

software developed for this Èhesis is presented in chapter

4. Chapter 5 presents two computer generated animation

sequences. The animations are designed Èo simulate the con-

ditions of aircraft landing under the influence of strong

temperature inversion. This is followed by a section offer-
ing observations on the results of the simulations. Àt the

end of this Èhesis, conclusions are presented.



Chapter II
å,TMOSPHERIC REFRÀCTION

The atmosphere can be thought of as a giant lens similar to

a magnifying lens or a pair of eyeglasses. The images seen

through the atmospheric lens may be magnified, inverted or

distorted depending on the nature of the lens. UnIike most

fenses, however, the atmospheric lens has no shape nor uni-
form index of refraction. Since the observer is located

inside the lens rather than behind the lens, âs a result, it
is sometimes difficult to determine whether the images one

sees are real or a mirage. As in the case of Donald MacMil-

lan's expedition to "Crocker Land" in 1913, what appeared to

be snov¡-capped peaks and valleys turned out to be a mirage

l2l. Àlthough largely forgotten in modern times, mirage may

have played a significant rofe in the development of certain
early historical concepts about the nature of the worId, and

possibly in exploration and discovery t3l. From the account

of the Norse merman in a mediaeval manuscript (the King's

Mirror), to the early exploration of the NorLh Atlantic by

the Celtic and Norse, numerous legends can be explained in

the context of atmospheric refraction [3-4]. Even today,

reported sightings of lake monsters, such as the Loch Ness

monster, may have been due to atmospheric irnage distortion
tsl "

3-
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To understand Èhe phenomenon of atmospheric refraction,
one needs to understand the properties that led to the cur-
vaÈure of light in the atmosphere" The general Èheory on

atmospheric refraction has been discussed in lit,erature and

papers [6-10]. The following are some of t,he imporÈant

facÈs and formulations used in this thesis.

2"1 EURVAMJRE OF LTGHT

The curvature of light rays in the atmosphere is a conse-

quence of the densiÈy variation and Èhe amount of water

vapor in the air. The amount of water vapor can often be

ignored because in the visible region of the spectrum, the

contribuÈion of waÈer vapor to the curvature of light is
small and therefore not a factor. In general, the curvature

of light rays in the atmosphere is dependent solely on den-

sity" Às the density of the air in the atmosphere increas-

ês, the refractive index of the air also increases. The

velocity of Iight through t,he atmosphere is significantly
slower in the region with greaÈer density due to the greater

refractive index" The refractive index n of visible light
excluding the vapor contenL in the air is given by

n s 1 + Ep (1)

where p is the density of the atmosphere, in kilograms per

cubic meter, and € is a constant: €=226x10-6" The density

is a function of temperature and pressure defined as

p = ß (P/T) (2)



where T is the temperaÈure measured in

n/m', and B=3"49x10-3 is a constant of

a given Eemperature profile T(z\ u the

with elevation is given by

5

Kelvin, pressure P in

proportionaliÈY. For

variation of pressure

q

dz' (3)P-Poexp-
T(z')

o

where acceleration of gravity g=9"8 m/s" is assumed Èo be

constant and P. denotes pressure measured at ground Level "

The effect of water vapor and of both the latitude and alti-

tude changes of gravity are assumed to be negligible for the

atmosphere being studied"

Consider a light ray traversing a number of paralle1 lay-

ers having indexes of refraction nx-, n2 and no (Fig.1)" If

the ray angle i s measured wi t,h respect to the normal of the

plane between successive layers, then in accordance with

Sne1l's law of refraction, the ray angles in the successive

layers are related by the expression

flr sin9r ã fla SinOa = O=l sinOe =s a o .

In general form, the above expression can be written as

"J

nsinO=A (4)
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Figure 1 : Illustration of SneLl's law of refraction
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where À is a constant for a given ray. The Langent of the

ray angle in rectangular coordinat.es can be obtained from

Eq" (a ) as

. where x is t.he horizont.ar projection of the ray and z is t.he

vertical. The curvature K for the rectangular coordinate
system is defined according to [11] as

(6)

Differentiate Eq" (5) once and substitute into Eq. (6) 'to

obtain the following equation

Adn
(7)

n2 dz

Subsritute Eq" (a) inro Eq. (7) to obtain

sinO dn
K=-

ndz
(8)

where a positive curvature K implies a ray that is concave

dor+nward. Finally, substitute Eq.(1) to Eq.(3) into Eq.(B),
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and make use of Lhe hydrostatic equation dp/dz=-9p, where g

is accereraÈion due t,o gravity, the expression for curvature
K in terms of temperature is obtained in Lhe form of nq"(9)

P dT"

Lnu.*J (s)

2.2 TT{E ÀTß{OSPHERIC MODEL

The atmosphere is considered Èo consist of thin spherical
shells or layers concentric with the earth (F.ig.2) 

" In

addition, Èhe atmosphere is assumed to be lateralry homoge-

nous-a necessary restraint to conf ine the ray curvature
inside the atmosphere in a tno dimensionar prane. The ver-
tical temperature distribution or temperature profile is
assumed to be known, either as a curve or as a discrete set

of elevation and temperature pairs. To obtain an approxi-
mate sorution of Eq. (9) , a piecewise-linear function, whose

corners define the layer boundaries, is selected to repre-
sent the temperature profile" The temperature gradient
v¡ithin each layer is considered Co be constant. If the

temperature varies uniformly between layers, Èhen the temp-

erature within a layer can be replaced, with 1itt.le error,
by the average layer temperature. with the temperature

being a constant within the layer, the pressure p, index of

refraction n and therefore curvature K are considered con-

€,p

(1 + €p)T
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st,ant within the layer" Thus given a temperature profile,

the density and ray curvature can be calculated for each

layer f rom Eq. ('2) and Eq. (9) respectively"

2"3 RåY rRÃETNG BY PAR,ABO&TE AA,CS

The surface of the earth can be approximated by the follot¡-

ing parabolic equation

xe
z@--

2Re
(10)

where Rs=5370Km is the radius of the earth, the elevation z

and the horizontal distance x are measured in kilometers.

Similarly, successive atmospheric layer boundaries can be

approximated as a sequence of vertically displaced parabolas

with the following equation

x2
Z4--+h

2Re
(11)

where h is the vert,ical displacement above the surface of

the earth (Fig"3)" Light rays are traced from the observ-

erls eye out to space using the following equation

x2
z= +tan(Ø-)x +zo (12)

2r
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Bor:nda r.y Layer

/-8q"11

Earth rEo "10ú¡

Figure 3: A sequence of vertically displaced parabolas
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?rhere r is the radius of curvaLure of the tight ray in the

layer resulLing from atmospheric refraction. Ø- is Èhe

starting ray angle from the observer's eye and zo is the

observer's eye elevation from Èhe earth. Since each succes-

sive layer of atmosphere has its own radius of curvatureu

Èhe location at which the ray crosses the boundary of a nerd

layer must be calculated so that the starting point of the

new radius can be fixed. In order Èo calculate the tran-

sition of a ray from one layer to another, there are four

possible cases that need Èo be examined. The first case

involves a ray travelling upward from the eye and heading

toward the next, upper layer (fig"A).

the following equation

The upper layer has

xa
z*__4þ*

2Re
(13)

where hr denotes the elevation of the upper layer s¡hich the

ray is trying t,o reach" On the other hand, the ray travel-

Iing with the radius of curvature rr aS calculated from the

temperature profile, follor¡s a parabolic path given by

x2
zs--+tan(Ø-)X*h¿_r

2rt
(14)

where hr-:- denotes the elevation from which the ray is ema-

nating. The intersection betr¿een the two parabolic paths
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hi-,

Ilo"13

¡ Re-entry
# rav

SEq" 
t' a

Figure 4: Tr+o possibiiities for the upward-heading ray



involves the soluLion of tr+o

tions. Equate Eq.(13) and Eq.

equation for the int.ersecLion

14

simultaneous quadraLíc equa-

(14) and obtain the folÌowing

2 (hr-hr-r )
Ø-+

If the ray curvature is strong, the

curve back without entefing the upper

case, when the ray re-enters the same

ed, the int.ersection is given by

2Rsrr
u a 

- 

tanØo
(Re-rr )

The third case involves the ray

the lower layer (fig"5). The

two paraboLic equations similar

r
Rerr I

| -tanø- +
rr-Re 

L

1(rr-Re)
[...,

(1s)
Refr

ray may be forced to
Iayer. In t.his second

Iayer where it start-

(16)

travelling downward toward

intersection calculated from

to eq.(i1) and Eq.(12) is

2 (hr-hr-r) (rr-Re
Øo- (17)

R¡ef r

similar to the upward travelling Fây, the downward traver-
ling ray may be forced to curve back before intersecting the
Lor+er rayer. In this, the fourth and f inal case, the ray

Re,^r t
u - l-tanø- -rr-Re 

L
[."",
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re-enÈers Èhe same layer where it st,arted" The

is given by

16

intersecÈ ion

2Rarr
Ll a æ tanØ-

(Re-r¿ )

(18)

Às ray propagate from one layer to the next, apart from

replacing the oId ray curvature with the new oneso the

starting angle of the ray at the layer boundary must also be

chosen (Fig.6). The starting angle Øjcan be approximated as

follows:

Ø-'@tan-amo-t,An-amr (1e)

çrhere m- is the ray slope and flir is the layer slope given by

and

In this
ture from

x
IItr = + tanØo

fr

x
lllr @

Re

chapter, the means

a temperature profile

ith their underlying

(20)

(21)

of calculating the ray curva-

, the equations involved and

assumptions, have been pre-together \.J
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sented. The eguations necessary for ray tracing are also

given" In the next, chapter, the Image Space Model for the

three dimensional image generation will be presented" lt is

follol-red by a short discussion on the differences as well as

similarities bet¡+een the transfer characteristic met,hod used

in the Èv¡o dimensional image generation and the Image Space

method used in Èhe three dimensional image generation.



ÇhepÈer 3II

ÏMAGE CÃ&ETJEÂTTON

In the previous chapter, the background theory necessary for

the understanding of atmospheric refraction phenomenon has

been discussed" The mathematical principles and the under-

lying assumptions present,ed, enable the calculation of

mirage images under various atmospheric condiLions. In this

chapter, the process of two dimensional mirage image calcu-

lations t,hrough the use of the transfer characteristics will

be presented" The image space model is introduced as a

solution to calculate three dimensional mirage images "

Finally, the differences between the image space model and

transfer characteristics in calculating mirage images will

be discussed. It is important to note that the atmosphere

is assumed to be laterally homogeneous and the light rays

have no Iateral curvature, ÀI1 light rays entering the

observer's eye lie in the same vertical plane and the atmos-

pheric refraction is considered to affect only the vertical

componenÈs of the object "

19
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3.1 EONSrRUETTOB{ OF MTRAGE TMÀGES

If Èhere is no atmospheric refraction, Èhe light rays wilI

travel to the eye in straight lines and the image of a dis-

t,ant object will have no distortion. Such is not Èhe case

srhen at.mospheric ref raction is Eaken inLo account. Consider

an atmosphere with Èhe warm (Iess dense) air above the cold
(denser) air near the surface of the earth (rig"Z). The

refracÈive index of the air in the cold air region will be

slightly higher than the warm air region above" Às a resulÈ

of Èhe gradual change in densities as ruell as Èhe refractive

indexes in Èhe air, a light ray tends to bend toward the

cold air region" Since the eye perceives light rays as

travelling in straight l"ines, the image will appear to the

eye as being displaced vertically upward (fig.z). The

apparent position of the object can be easily calculated

with simple trigonometry (r'i.g. g ) . If. the observer is situ-

ated aÈ the elevation E above Lhe earth and an object is

located at the distance x away, t,he apparent height D of the

object is given by

D * E + d * E + x"tan0 (22)

where e is the starting ray angle from the eye. Similarly,

if t,he cold air is above the warmer air as shown in Fig"9,

the Iight rays will bend away from the ground. The apparent

position of the object wiLl be displaced verÈicalIy downward

(Fig"9). The amount of vertical dispJ-acement depends on the

temperature gradient of the temperature profile. If the
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temperature gradient is constant with height,, the object

wiI] have a uniform vertical displacement of either upward

or downward. If the Ëemperature gradient is not constant

with height, magnification or reducÈion of the image may

resul.t" Magnification or towering occurs most frequently
when the strongest temperature gradient and the highest

temperature are found at the bottom of the temperature pro-

fiIe" As both quantities decrease with height, the bottom

of the object will be displaced downward more than the top

because the bott.om is seen Èhrough a stronger temperature

gradient, The resulting image v¡i11 appear to have been

stretched or magni f ied (rig. 1 0 ) . Reduction or stooping

occurs most frequently when the strongest temperature gradi-
ent and lowest temperature are found at the bottom of the

temperature profile" Às the temperature gradient decreases

and the Èemperature increases, the bottom of the object is
displaced upward more than the top because Èhe bottom is
seen through a stronger temperature gradient. The resulting
image will appear to have been squashed or reduced (fig" 1 1 ) "

Sometimes when the curvature is strong enough, the light
rays will cross each other on thei r vray coming f rom the

object. Às the observer Looks upr the eye is joined to a

point at Èhe bottom of the object rather than at the top.

The image is seen as being inverted (fig"12). The tempera-

ture profile that produces an inverted image usually pro-

duces two or three images at the same time. The temperature

reguirements for the two or three-image mirage are sirnilar
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to the single image mirage except that the temperaÈure pro-

file must have a stronger t,emperature gradient, The images

produced from a profile with strong Èemperature gradient may

appear to be distinct, magnified, compressed¡ oF merged on

top of one anot,her depending on the distance betr*een the

observer and the object" The process of deternining the

resulting image manually from such profile can be very dif-

ficult" In Èhe next section, a simple method of determining

the image is presented for the more complex ray pattern.

3. 2 TR"&NSFER CH"LR"åCTERTSTTCS

One way of calculating the vertical component of a mirage

irnage is through the use of the transfer characteristic

curve. The transfer characteristic curve maps the real

position of an object. from the object space, where it is

defined, to the image space where the apparent position of

the object is actually being seen" In order to generate a

transfer characteristic curve for a particular temperature

profile, a verLical object plane is defined at a distance

and all light rays that pass through the object plane are

recorded. The inÈersection between the rays and the object.

plane gives the real position of what the eye is actually

seeing in object space. The apparent position of the object

in image space or the position r+here the observer believes

the object is located, can be calculated by using the

Eq.(22) discussed in the previous section. By calculating

the apparent positions for each of ihe intersection points
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between t,he rays and the object plane o a transfer character-

istic curve can be obtained to map the real elevation in

object space to its apparent elevation in image space.

Fig.13 shor+s three light rays 1 to 3 intersecting an object

plane located at distance f away from Èhe observer. The

int,ersection points À to C are labelled in correspondence to

the rays 1 to 3" The resulting image points À' to C', which

can be calculated from Eq.(22), represent the apparent posi-

tions of the real object, points À to C in the image space.

The relationship beÈween the real and the apparent positions

can be expressed in a graph shown in fig"14. À straight
line is used to join the daÈa points to form a piece-wise

linear curve which can be used not only to update t,he object

points À to C to their apparent heights but also any object

point along the object plane between the points À and C.

This curve which gives t.he mapping between the real and the

apparent elevations over a particular object plane is called

the transfer characteristic curve.

Transfer characteristic method offers a simple way of

calculating atmospheric refraction images for any object

plane. The limitation of the transfer characteristic method

is Èhat it can only give a two dimensional slice of an

object in the three dimensional object space. In order to

calculate three dimensionaJ. images, many transfer character-

istic curves have to be calculated in advance-a time con-

suming process which does not offer visuaLízation of the
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actual image space. À different approachu based on the sim-

ple idea thaÈ Èhe observer always assumes light rays enter-
ing t,he eye in sÈraight, line u is Ehe topic of the nexÈ sec-

Èion.

3.3 TMAGE SPACE MOÐEL

The human eye perceives light rays entering ít as straight"
But due to the effect of various atmospheric conditions, the

light rays entering the eye are generally not straight. Às

shown in the previous chapter, the rays are curved due to

t,he differences in the refractive index between the layers

in Èhe air. To visualize the actual image space or the

space in which the eye perceives mirages, the light rays

which the observer perceives as straighL have to be unbent "

Rather than bending the light rays, the space is bent so

that Èhe rays will be traveLling in a straight path. By

deforming the space according to Èhe degree of curvature of

the light rays, objects defined in the object space become

distorted and mirage images are formed. The space in which

the images of objects are formed is called the image space.

3"3"1 CONSTRUCTTON OF TMAGE SPACE

Instead of following the t,ransfer characteristic meÈhod

which calculates the ray intersection with a vertical object

plane opposite to the observer some distance a\day, the image

space method calcuLates the ray intersection of an object
plane which !s placed horizontally with respect to the
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observer some dist,ance above the ground. The intersection
points betrqeen Èhe rays and t,he object plane are recorded"

The apparent positions of the intersection points can be

caLculated and projected to their respective locations. By

connecting the individual projection points, a contour can

be drawn" This contour represenÈs in the image space the

same object plane defined in the object space. Thus a point

on the object plane can be mapped into irnage space by using

the contour calculated. As more and more object planes of

various elevations are used, a contour map of the image

space can be obtained.

As an example, Fig"15 shows a ray trace plot. with five

rays numbering from 1 to 5. The rays are numbered so that

ray t has the smallest starting angle and ray 5 has the

largest. A horizontal object plane is located a distance d

above the ground. The intersection points between the

object plane and ihe rays are labelled from À to E. Since

the rays are curved, the observer perceives a very different
picture of the points A to E. The apparent positions À' to

E' can be calculated by using Eq"Q2) as outlined in the

previous section" Graphically, the apparent positions À' to

E'can be located if points À t,o E are projected vertically

to the corresponding rays-extended straight from the eye

according to their starting angles. Fig. 1 6 shows the rela-

tionship between the intersection points A to E in thei r

real positions and the corresponding image points A' to E'
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in their apparent positions, SÈraight lines are used to
join t,he irnage points A' to E' forming t.he image space con-

tour for height d in object space. Objects points with

heighÈ d in Èhe object space can now be mapped int,o image

space using the contour shown in Fig. 17 " Unlike t,he Lrans-

fer characteristic curve obtained from previous sectiono

which gives only a mapping of the real and apparent eleva-

tions along a vertical p1ane, this contour plot not only

gives the mapping of t,he real and apparent positions along a

horizonÈal plane but also the actual image of a horizonÈa1

plane as perceived by the observer in the image space. To

form a more complete image space, object planes of differenÈ

elevation can be taken and the corresponding contour repre-

sentation can be found by using Èhe projection method dis-
cussed above.

For more compJ.ex ray trace patterns, the same projection

method can be used" Fig.18 shows a ray trace pattern with

rays crossing one another. The rays are numbered from 1 to
5 with ray t having the smallest starting ray angle and ray

5 having the largest. Àn object plane of elevation d inter-
sects the rays" The intersection points are labelled À to E

so thaL A is the intersection point between the objecÈ plane

and ray 1 and so on " The corresponding image points are

projected according Èo their apparent positions as shown in

Fig.19. The order in which the rays are projected can be

used to join the image points forming the image space con-
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tour. The basic assumption is that image points from suc-

cessive rays form a consecutively connected contour in the

lmage space. The resulLing image space cont,our A' to E'

shorun in Fig"20 are joined according Èo Èhe order of the

rays as they are being projected from ray 1 Èo 5" In order

Èo get a betÈer picture of what the image space looks like,

another object plane is taken above Èhe eye as shown in

rig"21" The intersecÈion points F to I are obtained from

the corresponding rays numbered 5, 4, 4 and 5 respectively"

Since only two rays reach t,his height, the data points nec-

essary to construct the resulting image space contour ploÈ

are limited. In any case, a rough version of the image

space contour can be obtained from Lhe resulting points F'

to I' . Eí9"22 shows how the object points F to I are pro-

jected to their respective rays to obtain image points F'to

I' " The image points are connected with straight lines to

form the image space contour shown in Fig.23. Fig"24 shows

three arrows at. various distances in the object space. The

corresponding irnages are shown in Fig.25. For the arrow at

distance I, the image wiLl appear to the observer as quite

normal" Àt, distance II, as expected from the ray trace plot

in which the rays crossed one another, an inverted image is

formed directly over an upright image. Àt distance III, the

inverted and the upright images are merged togeLher and the

tip of the arrow has disappeared.
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The order in which the image points are connected to form

the contour plot is very important. To ensure consistency

when constructing image space contour, the contour plot is
constructed from the nearest to the farthest relative dis-
tances to the observer. l.lhen constructing image space con-

tours for elevations below the êyêr the image points are

connected from the smallest eye angle to the largest" In

this wây, the contour plot is sure to be constructed from

the nearest Lo the farthest relative distances to the

observer. SimilarIy, for the elevations above the êyêr the

image points are connected from the largest to the srnallest

eye angle to ensure the contour is being constructed from

the nearest to the farthest distances. When the rays are

curved back and returned to the ground, the contour is con-

structed by connecting the image points similar to the order

as outlined above except for the second intersection points

of the rays, the order is reversed. In this wâyr the con-

tour plot is always guaranteed to be continuous.

Àn exception to a continuous image space occurs

rays are trapped between two layers in the atmosphere.

phenomenon is called the ducting effect. Ducting

when the atmosphere possesses a temperature inversion

thermocline in which the refractive index gradients

and below the thermocline are less than the gradient

thermocline" The thermocline r oD the other hand,

produce a refractive index gradient strong enough to

if the

Thi s

occurs

with a

above

at the

must

return
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the rays toward the ground" Most of the rays witl reach the

ground while some of the rays r¿il] return upward toward the

thermocline because of the curvature of the earth. These

rays will be trapped beneath the thermocline and propagate

onward endlessly. The effect of this is similar to the

opening of a window in the sky. Distant objects well beyond

the horizon can be seen through this opening. The phenom-

enon is often referred to as the Novaya Zemrya effect 1121.

Fig"26 shows the construction of a contour plot when the

ducting effect of the rays is present in the atmosphere.

Because some of the rays will be cuL off by the ground, the

image space becomes discontinuous. Instead of having a con-

tinuous contour, the contour is broken up into two sections:
one within the limit of the horizon whire another one beyond

the limit.

Fig.15 to Fig.26 illustrated how the image space contour

can be first constructed from ray tracing and then used in
the construction of mirage images" Às more rays and finer
resol-ution of contours are added, a smooth image space can

be obtained. The separation between the contours is arbi-
trary, but it is often set to correspond with the avairable
object data in a given model to simprify image carculations.
The approach of interpolating between contours to carculate
the image, though feasible, is not taken in the thesis.
Much of the tedious work of constructing the image space has

been programmed in a Fortran program. The details of the
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program are presented in the next chapter" To conclude this
chapter, a few differences between the image space method

and the transfer characteristic method are discussed in the

next section. The advantages and disadvantages of both

methods will also be explained"

3.4 DIFFERENCES BETT{EEN ITiÍAGE SPÄCE AI{D TRJINSFER
CHARÀCTERISTICS

The relative ease in using the irnage space method to define

three dimensional mirage images is one of the major differ-
ences between the image space and the transfer characteris-
Lic curve method. Image space method works naturalty in

three dimensions since, for a particular height in the

object space, the whole image space is calculated all at

once. The resulting contour plot can be used directly to

update any object points of the same height located anywhere

in the object space. Contours can be added or deleted

depending on the resolution or accuracy requirements in the

calculated images. The transfer characteristic curve meth-

od, on the other hand, reguires many object planes or slices
of the object space to be taken for the calculation of

transfer characteristic curves as the object points to be

updated may 1ie on many different planes. The advantage of

the image space lies in the fact that it is relatively easy

to update object points to their apparent positions in the

image space once the height of the object point is known and

the corresponding contour calculated. Similar points of the
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same height but at different distances from the observer may

also be updated by using the same contour" Thus, if a model

is designed so that all object points in it are created at

some predetermined heights, then the process of updating the

object points to their apparent positions becomes simplified
because the contours in the image space can be calculated in
advance and only at the predetermined heights. Ànother

advantage of the image space method is visualization" Since

the purpose behind any simulation is the ability to generate

pictures, the image space method generates the image space

in the form of a contour plot and updating object points to

form mirage images from the contour can be done in a fast
and straight forward manner. Interaction is possible

through the use of a fast graphics terminal Iike the Evans

and Sutherland PS300. Interactive manipulation of the

rnirages in real time will not only further enhance the visu-
alization aspect of the image space method but also offers
added insight needed to understand more fully the relation-
ship between the temperature profiles and mirages. Experi-

mentation through different temperature profiles can be used

to study the image forming properties of the atmosphere.

One can even walk through a mirage, a-feat impossible in

real situation, but now possible in a computer simulation.

Finally, there is one major difference between the image

space and transfer characteristic method which has to do

with the vray the image space is generated" According to the

tranSf ef CharaCteriStiC CUr\/ê mo{-}r¡r¡l {.he i maoe cÐeçe iS
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Interpolating
between rays for any particular height along the object
plane is simple because straight line interpolation between

known image points along the object plane can be used to

calculate the apparent position of any point along the

object p1ane" The image space method, oD the other hand,

calculates the image space along discrete layers of constant

elevations with a finite number of rays. Às a result, if
the ray fails to reach a certain elevation, no data point is
generated even though there would have been more data points

had more rays been added. But since only discrete rays are

projected, some layer intersections wiIl be missed. As an

example, Fí9.27 shows the vertical object plane and the hor-
izontal object plane required for the transfer characteris-
tic and image space method respectively. The point d to be

updated, is l-ocated at the intersection between the tvro

object planes. The apparent elevation of the image point d'

can be obtained from the transfer characteristic curve
(flg.Ze) by interpolation between b' and c'. On the other

hand, Fig.29 shows the image space contour in which the same

point d'wiII not be available since it is beyond the limits
of the contour" In order to obtain d', more rays have to be

added between rays 2 and 3 (see Lhe dash line shown in
Fig.27)" The image space method relies heavily on the ray

distributions to construct the contour plot. Since only a

finite number of rays are used, the location where a ray

intersects the object plane becomes critical" In generaJ-,
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vrhen using the image space method to generate mirage images

or to get an overal-I picture of the image space, more rays

should be added at critical area where the rays are curved

the most. If only two dimensional images are needed, the

transfer characteristic curve method should be used since it
is simpre to generate and less susceptibre to the resolution
problem (as illustrated in Fíg"27) being encountered by the

image space method.
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TMPLEMMqTÂTTON

ln this chapter, the hardware and software involved in Lhis

thesis wiIl be presented. The hardware consists of a Digi-

tal VAX-1 1 series comput,er and an Evans & Sutherland PS300

graphics system. The software consists of a Fortran pro-

gram, capable of generating three dimensional mirage images,

and several graphics oriented supporting software rouÈines.

The main Fortran program consísts of Èhree parts: ray trac-

ingo image space calcuLations, and an image update algor-

ithm. In the sections to follor¿, all of these topics will

be discussed in furÈher detail"

4".I O\¡ERVTEW OF H.åRDçIÀRE

In order to produce realistic mirage images, âD advanced and

highly specialized hardware system is needed. The most

inportant part of the hardware system used in this thesis is

the Evans & Sutherland PS300 graphics system. The PS300 is

a high performance interact.ive computer graphics system with

the capability Èo define and display tr+o and three dimen-

sional wire frame pictures that may be rotated, translated,

and scaled dynamically while maintaining an orthographic or

a true perspective view. Working in a distributed graphics

the PS300 performs locally the pro-process ing envi ronment ,

-47
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cessing and dat,a management tasks needed to def ineu display'

and interact r*ith graphical data without burdening Lhe host

computer. The PS3O0 provides the capabilities needed for

distributed graphics processing by dedicating a microproces-

sor (Motorofa 68000) to the graphics control activities such

as user-specified locaI actíons, memory management'' communi-

cations control and maintenance functions" In addition' a

special purpose display processor traverSes the display data

structureS¡ P€Fforming viewing and modeling transformaLions,

and vector generation within each refresh frame at a rate

between 30-60H2 to provide flicker free images. The host

computer, in this case a Digital VÀX-11 series computer,

handles most of the non- graphical portion of the applica-

tion including ray tracing, image space calculation and

image data generation. The graphics portion of Èhe applica-

tion is handled by the PS300 which communicates with the

host via an asynchronous serial line (nS-232C) running aL

9600-baud" Graphics control can be programmed in a special

Pascal-like language as weIl as function networks. Function

neÈworks are interconnections of built-in black box type

procedures resemb.Le a daÈa f low architecture in which a pro-

cedure is activated only when all its input parameters have

data items in their corresponding input queues. These data

it.ems usually come from the application program and the

interactive devices such as the keyboard, function keys,

digitizing tablet, control dia1s, and function buttons. À

set of Fortran-caIIable subroutines is available to enable
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to interactÈhe application program

with the PS300"

from the host computer

&,2 CI\TERVTEW OF SOFrWARE

The program developed for this t,hesis consists

parts: ray tracing, image space calculations,

update algorithm" À flow chart of the complete

shown in Fig"30.

of three

and image

program is
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4 " 2. 1 RÅY TR"ACTNG

The ray tracing process has been implemenÈed in a Fortran

program" Rays with varying st,art,ing angles are Èraced out

from the eye. Depending on the index of refraction at, each

layer of the atmosphere, ray curvaÈure changes as a ray

enters from one layer to the next" The rays are traced

until the ground or some pre-defined elevation is reached.

tnitiallyr âD input file is prepared before the running of

Èhe ray tracing program. The input file conÈains all Èhe

necessary input informaÈion needed for the program to per-

form ray tracing and image space calculations' The input

information includes a temperature profile, height and dis-

tance lirnit of ray Èracing, observer's elevation, a list of

ray angles to be traced, and a list of elevations at which

image space conÈours are calculated. The program can handle

a maximum of 50 temperature profile data points (height and

temperature pairs), a maximum of 500 rays and 500 layers,

and 150 image space contours. The input temperature profile

data are first sene to a spline interpolation subroutine

from which temperature data at each layer are extracted"

The refractive indexes for each layer are then calculated So

that ray tracing can be performed" Àfter ray tracing, al1

the intersections betrseen the rays and the layers are

recorded and sÈored in the program to allor¿ the image space

to be calculated" Fig.31 shows the simplified florq chart of

the ray trac ing rout ine "

discussions can be found in

A more detailed flow chart and

reference [ 6] .
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&"2"2 TMAGB SPACE EA&CUEÂTTONS

The inÈersecÈion points beÈween the rays and the }ayers

gathered from ray tracing are processed in the image space

cal.culat,ions routine in order to generate the image space"

The image space calculations routine can be divided into

three part,s: calculation of apparent positions, sorting,

and image space generation"

The apparent positions corresponding to each of the

intersection points bets¡een the rays and the layers are cal-

culated by using Eq. ( 22) " As mentioned previously, the

apparent position is t,he position where the observer

believes an object is locaÈed as opposed Èo the real posi-

tion where t.he object is actually located. The apparent

posiÈions calculated from the intersection points are

referred to as the image space coordinates since they are

used in the construction of the image space. The image

space coordinates obtained from this routine are passed down

to the sorting process"

The sorÈing process is done in two stages. --Ðuring Èhe

first stage, the image space coordinates are sorted and

stored according to the layer in which the intersection

occurred" In the second st.age, the image space coordinates

belonging to each layer are sorted according to the corre-

sponding ray angles and stored in a table similar to the one

shown in Fig.32. In the table, the ray angles are arranged

in the ascending order and rays that cross the same layer
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more than once can be stacked up and stored in the table as

shown" The stack can store up to five entries or ray inter-

sections. The purpose behind this sorting procedure will be

apparent as the table is processed by the image space gener-

ation routine "

The image space generation routine traverses the table

built by the sorting procedure and connects suitable image

space coordinates from the table to construct the image

space contour. The basic assumption is that coordinates

from successive ray angles can be connected to form continu-

ous image space contour. The routine begins the procedure

by traversing the table from either the smallest or the

largest ray angle depending on whether the layer is below or

above the observer. If the layer is below the observer,

then the smallest ray angle is taken first; otherwise the

largest ray angle is taken. Each time a coordinate is taken

from the table, the stack pointer for the ray angle is
updated. The stack follows the "first in first out" princi-
ple which means that the first intersection from the ray is
always taken first. If the ray angÌe of the coordinates

taken from the table is consecutive to the ray angle of the

Iast point taken, then a straight line is joined between the

t$¡o points to form a continuous contour. À new coordinate

is then taken from the stack of a new ray angle and the pro-

cedure is repeated until the maximum or minimum ray angle is
reached or until all stacks have been emptied. It the maxi-
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mum or minimum angle is reached before all stacks are emp-

Èied, the direction is reversed and the table is t,raversed

in the opposite direction. This procedure is repeated

again, if necessary, until all stacks have been emptied.

Sometimes a ray may be trapped in a thermocLine So Èhat for

a certain layer, a ray may have rnultiple intersections while

some rays have none at all. In this case, the program will

reverse its direction whenever an empty ray stack is detect-

ed" À decision will be made at that point to check whether

t,he contour is being cut of f by the ground. If the contour

is being cut off by the ground, then the traversing of the

table is discontinued at that point and a new starting point

is chosen" If the contour is conÈinuous and noL being cut

off by the ground, then the procedure is allowed to conÈinue

as before without going to a new starting point. FinalÌy'

if all st,acks have been emptied, then the construction of

the contour is completed. The sorting and the image Space

generation procedures are repeated for the next new contour

layer until aIl contours from the image space are completed"

The flow chart of the image space calculations routine is

shorqn in Fig"33.
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&"2"3 TMAGE TJPT}ATE Àï,GORTTI${

After completing the construction of all contours in the

image space, t,he ob ject,s in Èhe model are ready to be updat-

ed by the image update algorithm" The object,s in the model

consists of a rectangular block, pyramidsu Èreesu and a run-

r{ay" The shapes and sizes of each object are easily con-

trolled by t,he user of the progran since the amount of scal-
ing or Èranslation, or color of Èhe object can be specified
in an input atÈribute file. The objecÈs in the model are

defined in normaLized coordinate system (i.e. within +/-1"0

in all of x, y and z coordinates) centering at the origin
(0r0r0). Each object is translaÈed to its designated loca-

Èion in the model before being multiplied by a scale factor.
The scale factor, which is conmon for all objects in the

model, is designed to convert the normalized coordinates of

the objects to the world coordinates" In the world coordi-
nate system, all objects are defined in their true dimen-

sions. After the translation and t.he scaling process, the

model is ready to be updated by Èhe image update algorithm.

Because the PS300 supports only wire frame objects

defined by vect,or lists, objects in the model are designed

with coordinates designated either as a point or a line. A

vector list. consists of a starting point (designated as'Prt
for poinr) and follows by one or more points (designated as
rrL' for line). The trL?r or line designation means simp).y

that there is a line to be drawn between the present point
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and the last. All objects in the model are created locally
s¡ith the aid of a digitizing tablet connected t.o the PS300 "

The points creaÈed on t,he PS300 are sent directly back to

the hosÈ for further preparations and storage. The objects

themselves, apart from being just a collection of edges,

have Ewo common characÈeristics; namely, all- edges in the

model are each created with a single vector list and there

are only two types of edges: edges with points that have

constant elevation and edges with points that have varying

elevations" For edges that have only points with constant

elevation, there are only two points in the vector list,
namely the starting and end points of a line" Fig"34 shows

Èhe example of how some of the objeets in Lhe model are cre-
ated. Each of the heavy dots along the edges of the objects

represent a point in a vector list and edges having constant

elevation are defined by their end points. Since atmospher-

ic refracLion does not affect the x and z components of the

objects (a restriction imposed in this study), all the edges

in the model that have constant y components are defined

with vector list containing only the end points of the edg-

es" For edges t,hat have varying elevations, a vector list
with more than two points may be needed, Because the y com-

ponents of the object are affected by atmospheric refrac-

t.ion, in order to accurately reproduce t,he ef f ect of such

condition, the edges of the model which have varying eleva-

tions are defined with a vector list containing a series of

smalL segments. The height of each point in the vector list
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a conLour in the image space to enable the

update process. Each point in the vector list is updated by

using the corresponding image space contour stored in Lhe

program" After all point,s in a vector list are updated,

they are ready Èo be connected to form an new edge. For

edges thaÈ are constant in elevation, all intermediate

points along the image space cont,our between the two end

points are connected to form an new edge. For edges that

are varying in elevationso the image points between the min-

imum and Èhe maximum height limits are connected with a

line " Fig " 35 shows t,he side vier'r of the two edges of a pyr-

amid. The points to be updated by the image space contours

are numbered from 1 Èo 7. The resulting image points 1' to

7'and the image space contours used are shown in Fig.36.

Àfter the update process is completed, all vector lists
forming the new images of the objects are converted back

into normalized coordinate system. The new images are sent

to the Evans and Sutherland PS300 graphics system t,ogether

with scaling and translation commands which are designed to

position the images to their designated locations in the

model for display. The flow charL of the image update

algorithm is shown in F.ig.37.

There are several advantages in defin

Èhe normalized coordinates. One of the

objects defined in normalized coordinales

work with during the design process than

ing the objects in

advantages is that

are much easier to

in the world coor-
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An objecto defined in the normal.ized coordinaÈesu

can be scaled to any size or be t,ranslated to anyvrhere by

Èhe computer program according to Èhe user's specification.
FinaIIy, objects defined in normalized coordinates have bet-
ter resolution when displayed because Lhe round off error
occurred in storing a point by t.he hardware of the pS300 i s

being minimized [13]" The reason for the reduction of round

off error when using the normalized coordinates can be

explained by Èhe way in which numbers are stored in the

PS300. Numbers that express coordinate localions for defin-
ing objects have an internal format ¡sith a 16-bit mantissa

and an 8-bit exponent,. The components (xryrz) of a single
coordinaÈe location share a cornmon 8-bit exponent. The

sharing of a common exponent for the components of a coordi-
nate location has an important effect. That is, when the

individual components (xryrz) of a coordinate location dif-
fer significantly before being normalized to a common expo-

nent, ñormalizing the exponent decreases the precision of
the component having the smaller magnitude. Because objects
defined in normalized coordinates can always be transrated
to the desired location without sacrificing too much accura-

cy, a fact arising because the numbers that express trans-
formations have an internal format with 32-bit mantissa and

8-bit exponent., therefore all objects designed in the model

are defined in normalized coordinates.
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4,3 VTEWTNG

The arrangements and dimensions of Èhe objects in the model

are shown in Fig"38" The model is designed so thaÈ t,he run-

vray is cenÈered at the origin of the world coordinate sys-

Èem" The locaÈion of t,he observer is measured relative to

the origin" Perspective projection is used to Lransform the

objects before displaying on Èhe screen. À perspective pro-

jection gives the illusion of depth by reducing Èhe size of

objects that are farther alray from the viewer [1a]. A view-

ing pyramid, with the eye at the apex, is defined for the

perspective view. The size of the pyramid is determined by

two factors" The f irst fact,or is the size of the viewing

angle-the angle betr¡een the opposing sides of the viewing

pyramid. Às the viewing angle widens, the frustum of view

encompasses more and more of the world coordinate system. A

frustum is the sect,ion of Èhe pyramid in which objects are

visible" So Èhe wider the angle, the smaller an object

appears relative to the viewing area. A1so, since the angle

opens equalÌy in height and in width, the aspect ratio of

the perspective window is always one: height equal to width.

The viewing angle is set to 28 degrees in the program. Àn

angle of 28 degrees is approximately the actuaL viewing

angle from the eye to the edges of the PS300 screen at a

comfortable viewing distance. The second factor determining

the size of a perspective window is the distance from the

apex of Èhe viewing pyramid to the front and back boundaries

of the f rustum and Þ-he di stance between the f ront and bac k
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boundaries" The front and back boundaries are similar to

the focus distance and depÈh of field on a camera" ThaÈ is,
if the eye point is moved relative Èo t,he object being

viewed (or vice versa), Èhe object may move out of (or

enÈer) the viewing area. The fronÈ and back boundaries are

desigoed to function with the depth cueing optíon of Èhe

PS300 which gives the illusion of depth by providing an

intensity dif f erence ( f rom bright t,o dim) betr+een objecÈs

distributed from near Èo far. Since there are no rules for

setting the front and back boundaries, the boundaries are

set to the best values found through a trial and error pro-

cess" Finally, the line of sight of the view window is set

to point towards the or igin of the r¿or1d coordinate system.

That is, Èhe observer is always looking towards the center

of Èhe runÌday irrespective of his/her locations in the

world. À viewing pyramid with its various components is

shown in Fig " 39.

Once in the memory of PS300, the images displayed on the

screen can be manipulated dynamically with the control
dials. the eye position or the apex of the viewing pyramid

can be moved to any desired location in t,he model by the

control dials. Thus, the mirage images can be examined in

close-ups and in detail, much like having a powerful zoom

lens. Àlthough the mirage images can be manipulated in any

way to provide insights into the image forming properties of

a particular temperature profile, the images created are
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meant to be viewed at only one locaÈion, namely, at the sta-
tionary position of an observer" Therefore, in order to
show the dynamic effects of atmospheric refraction on air-
crafL landing, two animation seguences are generated. By

attempting to demonstrate, in real time, the pilot's view

during the landing, some insighÈs may be gained into the

influence of atmospheric refraction on the pi1ot. In the

next chapter, the process of making the animation sequences

will be presented" Discussions will also be provided on

some of the images from the animation sequences.
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Two animation seguences are made for two different tempera-

ture profiles. Each animation sequence consists of approxi-

mately 30 seconds of video and a total of 57 pictures. The

pictures are taken with a 35mm SLR camera using Kodak ÀSÀ

400 color print films" The developed pictures are captured

on video by a video camera made available from the Program

Production Group of the University of Manitoba. The loca-

tions of the observer where the pictures are taken, follow a

pre-determined path as plotted in Fig"40. The first picture

is taken with the observer located at 7m above the ground

and 2400m away from the center of the runlray (the origin of

the world coordinate system) and ends when Ehe observer has

reached 3.5m above the ground and 1000m from Èhe center of

the runway. The elevation of the observer drops at a con-

stant rate of 0.0625m for every 25m of horizontal distance.

Each picture is captured on video for 15 frames and played

back at the speed of 30 frames per second. The equivalent

speed of the observer is approximately 100 miles per hour or

160 kilometers per hour. The observer's rate of descend is

approximately 0.

up the scenes i

block, pyramids

125 meters per second. The model that makes

n the an imat i on , cons i st s

, trees and a runway. F

of a rectanguJ.ar
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arrangements of the various objects in the model as seen by

the observer at an elevation of 40m under normal atmospheric

conditions. The time required in generating each picture,

while taking into account the initial process of ray trac-
ingo the subsequent image space calculations, image update

and display procedures, is approximately 5 minutes" A total
of 5 hours is needed to produce the 30 seconds of animation

vi deo .

5.1 CONSTDER.åTTONS TN SEIECTING TT{E TEMPERå,rI'RE PROFÍLES

t{hen considering a temperature prof i J.e which would provide

the necessary image distortions that are severe enough to

create problem during an aircraft landing, several require-

ments could be drawn from the nature of Èhe landing itself.
Since the typical aircraft requires only a few kilometers of

runway, the most severe image distortion must occur within

the range of â few kilometers. Otherwise, the distortion
wilL be too far for the pilot to see and wi11 not 1ikely
affect the pilot's judgement in landing the aircraft. Apart

from the required short range image distortion, the distor-
tion itself must be severe and drastic enough in order to
affect a pilot's judgement. The distortion must occur dras-

tically and unexpectedly so that the pilot may momentarily

be distracted or even surprised. Since a pilot often has to

take many quick and decisive actions, the momentary distrac-
tion may divert his attention and rob him of the valuable

time in making criticaL deci.sions.
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There are a few considerations in sefecting the required

temperat,ure profile. The parameters of a temperature pro-

file under considerations are Èhe shape of the Lemperature

profile, the temperature gradienLs and inversion strengt.h,

and the elevaEion of the inversion layer. In order to cre-
aÈe a strong image distorÈion, Lhe temperature profile must

contain strong temperaLure gradients and a strong inversion"

The location of the inversion layer must be low because low-

ering the inversion layer has the effect of bringing in the

image distortion to a closer range. Since short range dis-
tortion is needed, the inversion layer must therefore be

kept low "

In the next two sections, two animation seguences will be

presented" The temperature profiles used in the animations

and the locations of the observer in relation to the objects
in the model, are aI1 designed with the above considera-

tions"

5.2 CASE ONE

Fig.42 shows a hypothetical temperature profile used in the

first simulation" The temperature profile contains a strong

inversion strength of 11 degrees Celsius and a thermocline

at 6m. The ray trace plots and image space contours are

calculated for the observer at the elevations of 7.0m, 6.5m,

6. 0625m, 5. 9375m, 5. 6875m, 5. 0m, 4 . 5m, 4 . 0m, and 3 . 5m

respectivel.y (nig.+: ro Fig.50). It is important to note
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that, for sake of clarity, the ray trace plot,s show only a

few selected rays. The actual number of rays used in the
Ímage space caLculat,ions are 474 rays-distributed between

-800' and 800' with special emphasis on angres near 14'.
Ray angles are added at the critical range between 13' to
15'because of the strong curvature. As in the case of the
ray trace plots, the contours in the image space contour
ploÈs are shown, for crarity, only up to 20m with 1m incre-
ments. The actual image space contours are carculated in
the program for up to 50m with 0.sm increments (ttre resolu-
Eion of objects in the model). Fig.61 to Fig.69 show the
computer generated pictures. (ror the purpose of discus-
sion, the pictures will now be referred by the elevation
where the eye of the observer is rocated. The number shown

next to the elevation in brackets refers to Èhe distance
between the observer and the center of the model- located
at the origin of the worl_d coordinate system).

t^Ihen the observer i s located at 7m ( 2400m) above the
ground, objects in the model, apart from some compression in
height, appear normal (Fig.61 ) . The amount of compression

is evident in t.he contour ploc (rlg"++) where it shows the
separations between contours are approaching values much

less than 1m. The same trend prevails at 6.5m (2200m), in
which the objects in the picture remain unchanged (nig.62).
At 6 . 0625m ( 2025m ) , the runway ( center of the picture )

begins to rise (rig.63). Thi.s is demonstrared clearlv in
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the image space contours plot (rig"48), where the ground is
first curved back and then up in space. At 5,9735m (1975m),

the curvature becomes even more notable. The picture
(r:.g 

" sa ) shows a "lua11-1ike" strucLure in the middle of the
runway" This structure, like criffs along the shore of
isrands, is the resulL of t,he ground being curved up in
space. Àlt,hough the range of distances may differ, a simi-
lar structure had been observed by Liljequist in the Àntarc-
tic [1s]. Àt 5.6875m (l875m), the "waIl-1ike" structure
becomes even more prominent as the observer moves closer to
the runway. Àt. 5m ( 1 600m) , the image space contours
(rig"s+) at this elevation show the curved part of the image

space extended further into space reaching far beyond the
lirnits of the moder. Àt 4 " 5m ( 1400m) , the ob jects in the
model remain distorted though the changes in the images are

not as drastic as before" Às the observer reaches 4.0m and

3"5m, little has changed in the images. The pyramids

appeared in those pictures (rig.se and Fig.69) exhibit rhe

same three-image mirages (two erect and one inverted) typi-
car of the images resurting from such temperature profile.
Depending on the distance of rhe pyramids from the observer,
the three distorted images of a pyramid are merged in vary-
ing degrees according to the carculated image space con-
tours.
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5.3 CASE TWO

A temperature profile with stronger inversion is considered

next " Fig"70 shows a temperature profile of inversion

strength of 13"5 degrees Celsius and a thermocline at 6m.

The temperature changes abruptly from isothermal temperature

of 1.5 degrees Celsius below the thermocline to 15 degrees

Celsius beyond 8m" Fig.71 to Fig"88 show the ray trace

plots and image space contours plots f or the observer at '7m,

6.5m, 6m, 5.875m, 5.5625m, 5m, 4.5m, 4.0 and 3.5m respec-

tively. The computer generated pictures, shown in Fig.89 to

Fí9.97, follow the trend as in Case One. When the observer

is located at the elevation of 7m (2400m), the objects in

the model appear quite normal. Àt 6.5m (2200m), the observ-

er stitl does not have any indication of the imminent chang-

es to the landscape. However at 6.0m (2000m), the ground

begins to curved up. At 5.875m (1950m), the "wal1- like"

structure described in Case One begins to appear. AI

5"5625m (1825m), the strong ray curvature has started to

affect the objects near the runway. Compared r+ith Case One,

the distortion is as expected much more intense because of

the stronger inversion in the temperature profile. Àt 5m

(1600m), the ducting effect starts to appear in the image

space contour as some of the rays are trapped in the thermo-

cline. Instead of having a continuous image space contour,

a window is opened up in the image space contours, allowing

the observer to see objects located at a long distance" At

4"5m (1400m), 4m (1200m), and 3"5m (1000m) u the changes in
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the earl ier pictures at 6rn.

space is as strong as before

beyond normal range.

5.4 OESERVATTONS

several observat,ions can be drawn from the two simulations.
The first one being t,he amount of inversion in the tempera-

ture profile has a direct effect on the amount of image dis-
tortions in the atmosphere" À stronger temperature inver-
sion would provide a greater degree of image distortion.
Secondly¡ âs shown in both cases from the previous sections,
the most drastic changes in the landscape occur when the

observer is just below the thermocline- bet,r¡een 5.6m to

5.8m" This can be explained by the fact that for a ray to
be strongly bent by the atmosphere, it must enter the layer
of strongest curvature at a shallow ang1e. Rays with shal-
1or"¡ angles receive the most bending when entering a refract-
ing media" The only situation where there are rays entering
the thermocline with shallow angles is when the eye is
located just below the thermocline. As the observer moves

below the thermocline, rays r.rith smaller angle values, espe-

cially the ones in the positive range which enÈer the ther-
mocline at a shallow angle, receive the most bending. Rays

with l-arger angle vaÌues, which enter the E,hermocline at a

sharper angle, receive the least bending " Às a result,
while some rays that enter the layer at a sharp angie can

pass through the thermocline wi.th mini.mum deviation from
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shal loru angle deviate

Thus if the degree of

sha]Iow angles is huge,

also great.
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, others that enter the layer at a

greatly from their initial paths.

bending received by the rays vrith

then the distortion of images is

À final observation can be made once the observer is
moved below 5.6m" Unlike the changes occurred when the

observer is between 5.6m and 5"8m where t.he changes to the

images are drasÈic, the changes to images below 5.6m are

gradual. Às Èhe observer moves further away frorn the ther-
mocline, less rays with shallow angles wiIl enter into the

thermocline" The resulting changes in the curvature of rays

are less drastic and therefore the changes in the images are

also less. However, when the observer is entering the ther-
mocline from above, the changes in the ray curvature are

more drastic and the changes in the images are therefore

more noticeable.
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ChapËer VI

co8{ceusÍCINs

The effect of the atmospheric refracÈion on aircraft tanding

may hinge on how drastically the landscape is distorted in

front of the pilot" Based on the animation sequences, the

distortion in the landscape resulting from Èhe tqro tempera-

ture profiles may not be great enough to affect the pilot's
judgement in landing an aircrafL" There are of course many

factors involved when taking human judgement into account,

But if the conditions are right, that is Èhe temperature

inversion becomes extreme, and the thermocline is positioned

near or close Eo t,he ground so that the mirages are brought

cLose Èo the runvray, the possibility of having a mirage

strong enough to affect the pilot's judgements in the land-
ing of an aircraf t may not be entirely irnpossible, especial-
1y if the mirage images are realistic enough. Àn extreme

temperature inversion could bring about extra-ordinary irnage

distortions, similar to Èhe 'wa11-Iike'structure shown in

Èhe pictures from previous chapter" Under suitable condi-

tions, âD object on the runway, such as debris blown in from

the neighboring f ields or even wi ld animals, may become

highly magnif ied and distorted" Àn unsuspecting pilot may

perceive the mirages as obstructions on the runway. Fur-

ther, temperature profiles with extreme inversion comparabl-e

* 112 -
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to Lhe two profiles used in t,he animation have been observed

ín the Àntarctic t151. Although the t,emperature range and

the location of thermocline observed may not mat,ch exactly
v¡ith the temperature profiles used in this thesis, neverthe-

less t,he inversion of a high magnitude has been observed.

Therefore, it is not inconceivable to envision even higher

magnitude of temperature inversion in the lower atmosphere,

which will produce Èhe necessary distortions that may poten-

tiaIly affect the pilot's judgements in landing an aircraft.

In summary, more research can be done in determining the

temperature characteristics of the polar regions, particu-

larly the temperature measuremenÈ records of the lower

atmosphere. Àlso, by using the computer program in this
thesis, more extreme temperature profiles may be tried to

determine the exact conditions needed to influence an air-
craft landing" On the other hand, the visual part of the

image generation may be greatly improved if the images are

shaded. Due to the Iimitation of equipment, which supports

only wire-frame images, the generation of shaded mirage

images is left out of this thesis. Àlso, the amount of time

that is required for t,he computer to make the necessary cal-
culations and to transfer image data from the host (through

a 9600 baud line) to PS300 for display, makes the real time

simulation of mirage irnages impossible. But with the emer-

gence of the higher perf ormance work stat i.ons , the real íza-

tion of such improvement may not be too far off. Às the
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performance of personal computers increases, the gap betþ¡een

the so called dedicated work stations and personal computers

is also rapidly decreasing. TogeÈher wiÈh high resoluÈion
dísplayso realistic mirage images can someday be generated

in reaL t,ime through the use of personal computers.

computer simulaÈion is an integral part of many scientif-
ic studies " Physical or abstracÈ entities and phenomena,

such as atmospheric refraction which cannoÈ be reproduced

artificially, can be described mathematicarly. The computer

modeL developed in this thesis is used not just for the pur-
pose of making pictures but, in generar, to represent the
precise structure and/or behavior of atmospheric refracÈion.
By allowing the experimentation and testing of various input
parameÈers, computer modelling of atmospheric refraction can

promote a better understanding of this r¡onderful and natural
phenomenon.
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PRæRAM &ÍSTTNGS
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MATN PRæRAM

This program is designed to run

PS300 graphs works station.
with the Evans & Sutherland

It contains references Èo

graphics support routines that are only meaningful to the

PS300. À second version of this program (not listed), which

contains Calcomp plotting routines, is also available. This

second version is used to generate t,he ray tracing and image

space conÈour plots found in this thesis.
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17. c
18" C
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21 . c
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39"
40"
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42"
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44"
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"48.
d.q

5C"
51"
52"
53"
54.

56"

qFl

59.
60.
61"
62" 104
63.
64" 101

3-D SIMULÀTION OF ÀÎMOSPHERIC REFRÀCTION
WITH TMÀGE SPACE MODEL METHOD

<T NCLUDE>
-PÀRÀBOLIC RAY TRÀCING ROUTINE
-IMÀGE SPÀCE CALCULATTONS ROUTINE
_IMAGE UPDÀTE ÀLGORITHM

FEB. 24 / 89

INPUT FILES:
M5.DAT INITIAL RÀY ANGLES (¡¿¡X"5OO), RÀY TRÀCING LIMITS
TEMPRo.DÀT - TEMPERÀTURE PRoFILES (MÀx"50)
CONTOUR"DÀT - CONTOUR LAYERS USED IN CÀLCULÀTTONS (¡,T¡X.5OO)
LÀYER.DÀ? - LOCÀTIONS OF IMÀGE SPÀCE CONTOURS (N¿¡X"150)
ÀTTR.DÀT - ÀTTRIBUTE INFORMÀTION OF OBJECTS IN MODEL
MODEL.LIS - MODEL DÀTÀ

OUTPUT FILES:
OUT.LTS GENERÀL OUTPUT FILE
TMS"LIS - OUTPUT FILE FOR IMÀGE SPÀCE CÀLCULÀTIONS ROUTTNE
DUMP"LIS - OUTPUT FILE FOR TMÀGE UPDÀTE ROUTINE

INCLUÐE' ERR.FOR/NOLIST'
I NCLUDE ' PRocoNst. poR/¡¡oLI ST'
DOUBLE PRECTSION DSIN TDCOS,DÀTAN,DTÀN rDSgRT rÐSrGN
DOUBLE PRECISION pHI TpHINC,THETATZRÀy,ZV,ZLrpHJ
DOUBLE PRECI SION DU TW,DI.l,WDOT,¡{,XX,XOR TZZ
DOUBLE PRECTSION RÀDTRE,ROOTI,ROOT2 TISG,SG,Sc2,SLX,TSLX
REAL LBDRY
Locr cAL'r 1 PoSLIN ( 24000 )

CHARÀCTER NAME*7
DTMENSTON XDUM( 6000 ),RDUM( 6000 ),X¡¿( 500, 300 ),yM( 50O, 300 ), r c ( 50O )
DTMENSTON JC ( 500 ),EApp( 1 50, 1 000 ),xÀpp ( 1 50, 1 O0O ), zaee( 1 50, 1 000 )
DIMENSION Z ( 1 ),pHr ( 1 000 ), pnrM ( 500 ),MporNT ( 5OO, 5 ),Mp ( SOO ),r"rc ( 5OO )
DIMENSTON NprS( 500 ),rers ( 500 ),eHrNc( 500 ),Tr'l( 500 ),KTM( soo )
DTMENSTON LP ( 3000 ),XOs ( 3000 ),yoe ( 3000 ),zos( 3000 ), l¡¡oex ( 1 oo0 )
DIMENSTON SLP( 1000 ) ,XTEM( 1000 ) ,yrEM( 1000 ) , zrEl,r( 1O0O ) ,llsr( 1000 )
DTMENSTON VECS ( ¿, 97500 ), yAp ( 1 50, 1 000 ),ze,p( 1 50, 1 OOO ),v( 3 ),r.ro ( 50O )
DTMENSTON XOBO( 3000 ),YOBO( 3000 ), ZOBO ( 3000 ),ORD ( 1 000 ),Tv( 3 ),SV( 3 )
DTMENSTON NOp( 30 ),rX( 30 ),rZ ( 30 ),uun ( 30 ),ser( 30 ),sx( 30 ),sz ( 3o )
DTMENSTON ZZp(500 ) ,ZZT ( 500 )
EXTERNAL ERR
coMMoN MM,N,RVI"ÍÀX, Zp( 500 ),Îp( 500 ),DR( 500 )
EeurvÀLENcE (xt't,yAp), (yt¡,ztp)
EgurvÀLENcE (xou¡¿,eosLlN )
EeurvÀLENcE (e¡pp,vecs)
DÀTÀ ne/6 "37D06/
oPEN (UHIT=12, FILE='LÀYER.DAT', ÀCCESS='SESUENTIAL',* FORM='FORMATTED', STÀTUS='OLD')
opEN (u¡ltr=9r FrLE=' rsM.LIS', ÀccESS='sEguENTIÀL',* FORM='FORMATTED" STÀTUS='NEW')
oPEN (uNIr=3 I FILE='M5.DAT', ÀCCESS='SEQUENTIÀL',* FORM=TFORMÀTTED', STÀTUS='OLD')
OPEN (UNII=4 I FILE='OUT'LIS', ÀCCESS='SEQUENTIÀL',* FORM='FORMÀTTED' , STÀTUS='NEW' )

REÀD(3,'101)Z(1)
REÀD(3,'t01)DU
REÀD(3,104)rPRT
REAÐ(3,101)xMÀx
REÀD (3 , 1 01 )R\nfÀX
REÀD(3,101)PHI(1)
REÀD(3,104)NPHINC
ron¡¿er(l+)
READ( 3,1 01 ) (PHINC( I ) ,r=1 ,NpHrNC)
FORMÀT(814.6)

119



6s.
66.
67"
68.
69"
70.
71"
72"
73"
74"
75"
76"
77"
78"
79.
80"
81.
82"
83.
84.
85.
85"
87"
88.
89"
90"
91 .
92"
93.
94"
otr

96"
97"
98"
oo

100.
101.
102 .
103.
104"
105.
106 "
107 "
108 "
109 "
110"
111"
112.
113"
114.
115.
116.
117 "
118.
119.
120 .
1)1
122 .
123 

"
124 

"
125 

"
126 

"
127 

"
128 "

i 30

107

c
c

CALL sMooru (re ,ze,N)
READ(3,104)N
READ(3, 1 3o) (zp(,:),rp(J),J=1,n)
REÀD (12 ,1 04 ) NNN
READ (12,1 Ol ) ( zzp(J) ,J=1 ,Nwn)
DO 46 JJJ=1,N
zzt ( ¡¡; ) = zP (,:¡,: )

NSTORE=N
FORMÀT(2814.6)
rF (R\n'rÀx.cr. zp(N) ) nv¡¿¡x=zp(N )

wRITE(4,107)
FoRMAT(tHt r15x,'RAy TRÀJECToRTES' 010x,'FItE = TI59 8.82',

& 10x,'PÀRABOLTC ÀRCS' / / /)
wRrrE(4,131 )
FORMÀT( 1H0 ,24N,,'TEMPERÀTURE PROFILE', / /?7N, ' Z(M)' ,1X,' T(C)'/)
Í{RITE (4,132) ( zp(,:) ure(J),J=1,u)
FORMÀT (26X.,2F6 "2)
CÀLL DENS

46

c
131

c
132

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

CONVERSION OF INPUT ÀNGLES TO RADT.ANS

PHr ( 1 )=PHr (1) /3437 "747D0
PHJ=PHI ( 1 )
DO40 L=1 TNPHINC
pHrNC (L ) =pHrNC ( L ) / gq37 .7 47Ð0

40 CONTTNUE
LIM=NPHI NC+ 1

DX=1000"*DU

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

606 PRINT *,'INITIÀL ELEVÀTION:'
REÀD1 01 , Z(1 )
rF (z( 1 ) .Eg"o"o)coro 808
I TM=0
DO300 K=1 ,LIM

K = RAY NUMBER

rF(K.EQ.1)pHr(1)=PHJ
NPTS(K)=1
XOR=O.0
XI NI T=DX
XX=O.0
wRrrE(4,108)z(1)

108 FORMÀT(1X///'l 1X,'INITIÀL PÀRAMETERS: RAy ELEVÀTION ="F10.4,
&' METERS')

PHrM(K)=3437 .7 5*PHr ( 1 )
wRrrE(+, t 09 )PHr ( 1 ) ,eHru(x)

109 FORtfÀT(31Xr'DEPÀRTURE ANGLE =' ,F11"7 r, RADIANS =' ,F10.4,
&' MINUTES'/ )
wRrrE(+,1 1 0 )DU

110 FORMÀT(11X,'HORIZONTAL STEP SIZE: DU =',F10.4,' KM.'/)

c

c

c
c

xv(
RV(
KK=
x¡4( K, 1

YM(K,1
lC(K)=
RELEV=Z ( 1 )
ZST=Z ( 1 )
XDUM( I ) =0.0
cÀLL LOC ( RELEV,UBDRY,LBDRT,LU,LDEC )

,K)=0"0
,t<)=Z(1)

=0.0
=Z(1)

I îrì



129 "130.
131"
132 "133.
134 "
135,
1 36.
137 

"
138"
1 39.
140 "
141"
142.
143.
144 "
145"
146,
147 .
148 "149.
150"
151"
152 "
153 "154"
155.
1 56.
157 

"
158 "
1 59.
160"
161"
162 "
163 "
164 "
165 "
1 66.
167 "
168 "
169 "170.
171 .
172 

"173.
174.
175 

"176"
177.
178 

"179.

c
c

c
c
c

. * * *, * * *,. * * *. * * È * * * * *. * * É * * * *, È * * *

DO210 J=1,5000

CALCULÀTTON OF' POINTS ON K'TH RAY

CALL RÀDIUS (LU,LDEC,RÀD)
wRI TE ( 4, 903 ) RELEV,RÀD

903 FORMÀT(20Xr' RELEVl 

"Fl4.4r' 
RA,DTUS: 

"F14.3)X=XI NI T
HU=zP ( LU )
HL=zP ( roeC )
wRr rE ( 4, 902 )xrNrr,HU,HL

902 FORMAT(20Xr'XINITt' ,F14"4r' HU:' ,F14.4r' HL:' ,F14.4)

DO200 I=1,5000

c
c
c

c
c
c

ZRAY=-X*X/
ZIJ=HIJ-X*X,/
ZL=HL-X*X/

2 " 
*RAD ) +DTÀ¡¡ ( pHr (,: ) ) *x+zsr

2.*Re)
2"*,Re)
RAY.ZL )

80" c
81.
82"

183.
184.
185"
186"
187 

"188. c
189"
90.
91 "o')

RETEV=Ht"+ (Z

VERTEX TEST

SG=DSIGN( 1 "DO,PHI (J) )
I SG=]DINT ( SG )
SLX=DÀTÀN( -XIRÀD+DTAN( PUT (J ) ) ) -DÀTAN ( -XINE)
SG2=DSIGN( 1 "DO,SLX)
I SLX=IDI NT ( SG2 )
IF(ISG"NE"ISLX)TIIEN

XVERT=-RE*RÀD*DTÀN ( PHI (¿ ) ) / (N¿O-RE ) +XX
XKM=XDUM( KK )
IF (XVERT.LE.XKM)COTO 20
rF(rsc"EQ" 1 )THEN

vERT=-0 . sDo*RE*RAD* (nr¡¡¡ ( pHr ( J ) ) ) *x2 / ( n¡p-ne ) +Hr,
rF(J"EQ.1 )rHnN

vERT=-0.5D0*RE*RÀD* (pre¡¡ ( pHr (J) ) ) **2/ (nnp-Re ) +z ( 1 )
END IF
wRrTE ( 4,999) XVent,VERT, PHrM ( K )
I TM=I TM+ 1

TM(ITM)=XVERT
KTM( ITM) =Kggg FORI,ÍÀT( 14Xr'**Mj\X"VERTEX** X= ' ,F14.4,'
IF(VERT"GT.HU)COIO 3O

E='rF14"4rF9"4)
END IF
iT(ISG.EQ.-1 )THEN

vERT=-0"sDo*RE*RAD*(Or¡¡¡(pUr (J) ) ) **2/ (n¡o-ne)+Hu
rF(J.88.1)rr¡pN

vERT=-0. 5D0*RE*RAD* (Or¡r.¡(pHr (J) ) ) *x2/ (n¡n-ne) +z ( 1 )
END TF
wRrTE ( 4, 998 ) XVenr,VERT, PHIM( K )
ITM=ITM+1
TM(ITM)=-XVERT
KTM( ITM) =K

998 FORMAT( I +x,'*oMIN"vERTEx**'
IF(VERT.LE.HL)COIO 50

x- 
"F14.4r'END IF

END IF

20 CONTINUE
IF (RELEV.GT.HU)GO
IF(RELEV.LT"HL)GO
¡1¡1=(I(+ 1

TO
TO

30
50

- 1)1 -

E='rF14.4rF9"4)



193 " XDUM(Xn) =XDUpr(¡<r<-1 ) +DX
94. RDUM(KK)=RELEV
95. C WRrrE(4,900)XDUM(nr<),nnU¡¿(nn)
96. 900 FORMÀT(30X,'X= 

"F14.4r' 
RELEV="F14.4)

o', rF(xDUM(rn).cr,xMÀx) co ro 1o
98. NPTS(K)=NPIS(¡<)+1

199. C
200. c
201" C
Z0Z" X=X+DX
203. 2AO CONTINUE
204" c

NPTS ( K ) = }¡UMBER OF RAW DATA PTS I N K' TH RAY

END OF I.LOOP
205" C
206" c
207 " 30 CONTINUE
208" c
209" c
210" C
211" rF(J"Eg"1) CO rO 31
212" rF(PHr (,¡).Ce"0"0) CO rO 32
213. C
214" C
215" C
216" xoR=2.*RE*RÀD*DTAN(pHl ( J)) / (ne-n¡o)
217 " cO TO 33
218" C
219" 31 HL=Z(1)
220" c
221" C
222" c
ZZ3. 32 ROOTl=DS9RT(pre¡¡(pHr (,¡) )*orep(pgr (.:) )+2.*(HU-HL)*(n¡p-ne)
224" & /(ne*n¡o) )

225" xoR=(Re*R¡o/(R¡o-Re) )*(-ot¡N(pHr (.¡) )+noor1 )
226" C
227 " 33 pHr (.1+1 )=DÀTAN(-xon/n¿D+DTÀN(pHr (J) ) )-DÀTÀN(-xon/ne)
229 " SLOPE=3437 "7 5*PHI 1¡+1 )
229 " LU-LU+1
230 " LDEC=LDEC+1
231. XINIT=X-XOR232" zsr=zP(roec)
233 " cO TO 209
234. C
235" C
236" C

END OF J-LOOP, THrS BRÀNCH

237 " 50 CONTINUE
238. c
239" C
240" C
241" IF(J.EO"1) CO rO 51
242" rF(PHr(¡).rr.0.0) CO rO 52
243. C
244" C
245" C
246 " xoR=2.*RE*RAD*DTÀN(pHr ( J) ) / (ne-nen)
247 " cO TO 53
248. C
249" 51 HU=Z(l)
250 " C
251" C
252" C

STÀRT-UP:

REENTRY CASE - 88"11:

NORMÀL CÀSE, UPWARD RÀY EQ.8:

START-UP:

REENTRY CÀSE 88"9:

NORMAL CÀSE, DOWN!.íÀRÐ RÀY - EQ. 1 0 :

253 " 52 ROOT2=DSonr(DTAN(psr (,:) )*Or¡N(pni (¡
2s4" & /(ne"tn¿o))
255 " xoR=(Re*n¡p/(R¡o-ne) )o (-ot¡¡¡(put (,:)
256" 53 pur (¡+1 )=DÀTÀN(-XOn/neD+DTÀN(pHr (;)

) -2 " " ( uu-Hi. ) * ( neo-ne )

-ROOT2 )

) -o¡r¡N ( -xon/ne )



257 
"

258 
"259.

260.
261 "262" 209
263 "
264 

"
265 " 232
266 

"267. 234
268 "
269 

"270" c
271 " 997
272" 233
273 

"
274 " 210
275. c
276. 111
277 "278. c
279" c
280. c
281" c
282" 10
283. c
284" C
285" c
286" c
287" c
288" c
289. c
290" c
291" c
292" c
293" c
294" C
295" C
296. c 600
297. c
298. c 604
299. c
300" c
301 " 601
302" c
303. 120
304. C
305. 121
306" c
307. c
308. c
309" c
310.
311. 300
312. c
?1? I
314. C
315. c
316. 133
317 "
318.
319. c
320. c

SLOpE=3437. ZS*pHI (,:+l )
LU=LU- 1

LDEC=LDEC- 1

XI NI T=X-XOR
ZST=ZP ( LU )
CONTINUE
XX=XX+XOR
DO 232 JJJ=1 ¡NNN
rF ( zsr.EO. zzP(JJJ ) )coro 234
GOTO 233
rC(K)=rC(x)+1
xlr(K,IC(K) )=XX
YM(K,rc(K) )=zST
wRrrE (4 ,997 ) xx, zsr
FORMAT( 1 0:{,' <LÀYER TRANSITION>
rF(zsr.EQ.0.0)coro 10
rF ( zsr"E0" zP(¡¡) )coro 1 0

[J= 'rF14"4 ,' zST='rF14"4)

CONTI NUE
wRrTE(4,111)
FORMÀT(1N,'PROBLEM *,** INTERSEC W. LAYER BDRY NOT ACHIEVED'/)
STOP

ENÐ OF J-LOOP* ** ** * ** ** ** * ** * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * Ìr

CONTT NUE

PRINT EVERY NTH POINT; N=IPRT

KPRT=1 + (NPTS ( n) -I ) /rpnt
IPTS(K)=KPRT

THIS IS THE NUMBER OF DÀTÀ PTS TO BE

IF(KPRT.LT.2)CO TO 604
DO600 Yl=Z IKPRT
MPRT=1+(t'l-1)*lpRr
xv(M,K) =XDLM(¡¿pnr)
RV(M,K)=RDUM(Upnt)

CONTI NUE

CONTINUE

wRrrE(4,601 ) (M,xv(M,K),RV(t'l,x),pgtM(K),u=1
FORMAT( 1Xr'M=' ¡I4 rF12 "0rF14. 4 rzON,,F1 O "4 )
wRrrE (4,120 )x,Relgv
FORMÀT(1Xr'X ="F10.2r' METERS; RELEV ='
wRrTE (+ ,121 ) sroPE
FORIíÀT( 1Xr'RAy SLOPE ="F8"3,' MINUTES' /)

PLOTTED FOR K'TH RÀY

,KPRT)

,F9"3r'METERS')

À NEW INrTrÀL ÀNGLE IS NOW CHOSEN, ÀNÐ A NEW RAy CÀLCULÀTED

PHi ( 1 )=PHr ( 1 ) +psrNc(K)
PHI ( 1 )=PHINC(K)
CONTI NUE

END OF K_LOOP: K'TH RÀY NOW COMPLETE

wRrrE(9,133)
FORMÀT(1x'/ / 1x,' =2' r5X,'XV',12xr' RV' /)
DO 41 K=l rLIM

KPRT=IPTS(K)
wRI TE ( 9 , ',t 04 )KPRT
wRrTE(9,9) (xv(¡,f,K),Rv(M,K),M=1,KPRT)



321 
"

322 "
323.
324.
325 

"
326 "
327 "
328 "329.
330 

"
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337 "
338.
339 "
340.
341 "
342.
343.
344 "
345 "
346.
347.
348.
349 "
3s0.
351.
3s2.
3s3 "
354 "
3s5.
3s6.
357 "
3s8.
359.
360.
361 .
362.
363 "
364 "
36s.
366.
367 "
358 "
369 "
370 "
371 

"
372 "
373"
374.
375.
376"
377 "
378 "
379 

"
380 "
381 .
382.
383.
384 

"

41 CONTINUE
DO 5 J=1¡N

JC (,.] ) =0
5 COb¡TINUE

c
C IMÀGE SPACE ROUTINE
c

N=NNN
DO 98 JJJ='I ,NNN

98 zP ( JJJ ) =ZZP (,:,:¡ )
c wRrrE( 9,1 34 )

134 FORMÀT(1X,/ / 1Xr'=¡ ÀNGLE' ,11Nr'X' ,'l3Xr',ZREAL' ,9X o'.ZApp'/)c REÀD(3,104)NC
c REÀD(3,104) (No(r ),t=1 ,NC)

DO 1 K=1rLIM
ICOUNT=IC(K)
wRrTE ( 9,1 04 ) rCOU¡¡T-l
DO 2 I=2,ICOUNT

ZZ=DTÀN (pHru (X) / 3q37 "7 47D0) *X¡*i(n, r ) +yM(K, 1 )
wRrrE( 9, 3)pHru(n),xrø(n,r ),yM(K rr). ozz
DO 4 J=1rN

rF ( zP (.:) .nç.YM(K,r ) )THEN
Jc(J)=JC(,:)+1
zÀPP(u,Jc (J))=zz
xÀPP(J,JC (J) ) =X¡r(r, r )
EÀPP (¡,,:C ( J ) ) =pHrn¿( n )

END IF
4 CONTINUE
6 FoRMÀT(rl o "4,2F1 4. 4)
3 FORMÀT(rl O, 4,3F1 4 "4)2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE

srRrTE(9,135)
135 FORMÀT(1x/ /1x,'=¡ ANGLE' r1 1x,'x' r13xr' zçpp' /)

DO 7 J=1rN
Jr=JC(J)

t¡RITE ( 9, 1 05 );r,Ze(,: )
105 FORMÀT(t4,r14.4)

DO I I='l ,Jr
wRrrE (9,6)e¡pp(,:,r ),xÀpp(¿,r ),zÀpp(u,r )

8 CONTTNUE
7 CONTINUE

SORTING

hrRrrE(9,136)
136 FORMÀT(1X/ /1Xr'=¡ 

"5Xr'X"13Xr' 
ZApp' /)

RELEV=Z ( 1 )
CALL LOC ( RELEV,UBDRY TLBDRY TLU,LDEC )

I F ( RELEV" EQ. UBDRY ) THEN
WRITE(9ru)'**WARNING** EYE POINT IS ON A BOUNDARY'

END IF
DO 70 J=1rN

KV=0
DO 71 K=l rLIM

t"fP(X)=0
t"tC(n)=0

71 CONTINUE
JT=JC(J)
DO 92 NP=l INC

iF(J"EO.ND(Np) )THEN
wRrrE(9,'104)Jr

END IF
92 CONTINUE

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c



38s.
386.
387.
388 "
389.
390.
391"
392 

"
393 "
394.
39s.
396.
397 

"
398.
399.
400"
401.
402 "
403 "
404 "405.
406 "
407 "
408 "
409 "
410"
411 

"
412 

"
413"
414 "
415.
416 

"417.
418 "
419"
420 

"
421 .
422.
423 "
424 

"
425 

"
426 "
427 "428.
429.
430 "431.
432 

"
433 "
434 "
435"
436.
437 "
438.
439"
440 "
441 .
442 

"
443 

"
444 

"
445 

"
446 

"
447 "
448.

364
36s

366

386

85

83
84

81
80

ÐO 80 I=1,JI
DO 81 K=1 ,LIM

rF ( PHrM(K) . E0 " EAPP(,:, r ) )rHp¡¡
Mp(K)=Mp(x)+1
IF(MP(I<).CT.5)THEN

WRITE(9,* )' **WÀRNING** RÀY CROSSES
END IF
MPoINT(K,MP(K) )=l
GOTO 80

ET\¡D I F
CONTI NUE

CONTINUE
I P=0
I FORE=0
I BÀCK=0
IF(J"LE.LDEC)IroRg=1
rF(J.cE"LU)lsecK=1
DO 83 KP=1,LIM

SÀME LAYER MORE THÀN 5 TIME

82
TF
TF
IF

IP"E8.JT )GOTO 7O
I FORE " Eg. 1 ) t<=Kp
I BÀCK. 88, 1 ) ¡1=¿1¡4-¡1p+1

c
c

c
c
c

KLÀST=- 1

IF ( rFoRE" EO. 1 ) rHcr<=1
r F ( I BÀcK . Ee . 1 ) t Nct<=- 1

rF (MP(K) .Eg"Mc(K) )coro g3
rF (MC (¡r) +1 "cT"MP(K) )eOrO 366
MC(K)=MC(n)+j
KV=KV+ 1

zÀp (J,Kv) =xÀpp (,¡,upotNT(K,Mc (K ) ) )
yÀp ( J,KV) =zÀpp ( J rt*lpotNT( K,MC ( K ) ) )
EAPP(J,t<v)=2
rF ( IÀBS (KLÀsr-K ) .cr. 1 )EApp(J,Kv) =3
KLÀST=K
¡p=lp+1
wRITE ( 9, 9 ) Z¡p(,:,ttV),yAp(J,xv),gepp (,:,nv)
K=K+I NCK
IF (K"GT"LIM.OR.K.LT" 1 )COrO 366
GOTO 364
I NCK=-I NCK
K=K+I NCK
rF(MC (n)+1 .GT.MP(K) )COrO 84
DO 85 ITT=2IITM
rF ( K. NE. KTM( r rt- 1 ) . oR. K. NE. KTM( i rr ) ) coro I s

rF(srcN( 1 .0,TM(rrr-1 ) ) .Ne"-1 "o.oR.* srcN( 1 .0,TM( rrr) ) "He" 1 .0 )coTo 85
rF (ÀBS (ru( rrr) ) "LE.xÀpp(;,1¡porNT(K,Mc (K) ) ) .e¡¡o.* ÀBS(TM(rTT) ).GT.xApp(.:,l,rpolNT(K,Mc(K)+l ) ) "on.* ABS(TM(rrr) ) "cr.xApp(,:,upolNT(K,Mc(K) ) ) "e¡¡p.¡r ABs (TM( rtt) ) .lg"xapp(.¡,t'tpolNT(K,Mc (K) +1 ) ) )coro g4

wRI TE ( 9, 9 ) Xepp ( J,¡lpot Nr ( r,Mc ( K ) ) ),xaee ( J,upor NT ( K,Mc ( K ) + 1 ) )* ,TM(rTT)
GOTO 365

CONTI NUE
GOTO 365

CONTINUE
I T=I FORE
I FORE= I BÀCK
I BÀCK= I T
GOTO 82

7O CONTINUE
9 FoRMÀT(3F14.4)

UPDATE ALGORITHM



449.
450 "
451 .
nq)
453 "
454 "
455 "
456 "
457 "
458 "
459 "
460 "
461 "
462 "
463 

"464.
465 "
466 "
467 "468.
469 "
470 "
471 .
472 "
473 "474"
475.
476"
477 .
478 "
479 "480.
481 "
482 

"483 "
484 "
485 "486.
487 "488.
489 "490.
491 .
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497 "
498 "499"
500.
501 "
502 "
s03 "
504 "qnq
506 

"
507 "
508 "
509.
510"
511 "
512 "

XOB(I
YOB(I

c

opEN ( u¡¡t t=7 ¡ FI LE= , MODEL. Lr S 

" 
ACCESS= ' SeOueb¡rI AL 

"* FORM='FORMÀTTED'u STATUS='OLDU )
OPEN (U¡¡IT=8 ¡ FILE='DUMP"TIS', ACCESS='SESUENTIAL',È FORM='FORMÀTTEÐ'o STATUS='NEW')
OPEN (U¡¡IT=1 1, FILE='ÀTTR"DAT' , ACCESS='SESUENTIAL'9* FORM='FORMATTEÐ'u STÀTUS='OLD')
READ(1t,t04)NOB
WRITE(8,*¡¡not
NSTÀRT= 1

NFINI S=0
DO 401 K=1,b{OB

REÀD('t 1,*, )¡¡Op(n),rx(n),tz (n),Hue(n),sar(n),sx(r),sz (r<)
wRrrE(8,* ¡Nop(K),Tx(n) orz (n) osuE(¡<),s¿r(¡r),sx(r<) isz (x)
NFINIS=NFINIS+NOP(K)
READ(7r*) f !p(i ),xoao(r ),vono(l ),zoso(l ),r=NSTÀRT,NFrNrs)
wRITE(8,*¡ (r,p( I ) ,xogo(l ) ,voao( t ) ,zoeo( r ) ,r=NSTARí,NFINTs)
NSTÀRT=NSTÀRT+NOP ( K )

401 CONTINUE
7OO PRINT *,'SCÀLE FACTOR: '

READ101,SF
wRITE(8,*¡5t
PRINT *,'TNITIÀL DISTÀNCE: I

READl 01 ,TrNrT
wRITE(8,o¡TINIT
wRITE(8,*¡z(1)
rF(sF.8Q.0.0)cOrO 707
CÀLL PÀTTCH ( 'I,OGOEVI,¡ÀM=TT: /PHYDEVTYP=ASYNC' ,ERR)
NSTART= 1

NFINIS=0
DO 801 K=l rNOB
NFINIS=NFINIS+NOP(K)
INC=0
I NCR=0
DO 701 I=NSTÀRI¡NFINIS

c
c

=SF* (xoso( r ) *sx(n)+rx(n) )
=SF*YOBO ( T )

702

zOB( r )=SF* (zOso(r ) "Sz (n)+rz (r) )+rr¡¡rr
C.ALL FrND(VOg ( t ),rND, zP,N)
rF (Lp( i ) .eQ. 0 "AND" TNCR.NE" 0 )COTO 61 1

rF(LP(l ).ne.0)THEN
MÀX=IND
MI N=I ND
INDD=0

END IF
wRITE(8,*¡tP(I ),xon(l ),yOs(r ),zOn(r )
I F (MÀX. LT. IND )I¡¡X=I XO
I F (MIN. GT. IND )MIN=IND
JI =JC ( l¡¡O)
DO 501 J=2,JI

rF ( zÀp( r¡¡o,J) .Eg" zÀp( rNo,J-1 ) )rse¡¡
IF(yÀp(rNp,,:) "eO"yÀp(¡¡lo,J-1 ) )coro 501

rF(zoB( r ) "eQ" zAP( rNp,J-1 ) )rHeN
I NCR=I NCR+ 1

XTEM ( r ¡¡Cn
YTEM ( T NCN

=XOs(I)
=YÀP(t¡¡O,J-1)

zrEM(r¡¡cn)=zos(r )
INDEX(T¡¡CR)=IND
SLP(INCR)=O.O
ORD(INCR)=J-1
coro 499

END IF
GOTO 501

END IF
sL= ( YÀP ( IND,.j ) -yÀp ( tNo,,-t- 1 ))) ) / (z¿p ( rNp ,J)-zAP (rwo,t-t



513.
514 "
515"
51 6.
517 .
518 .
519,
520 

"
521 "
522 

"
523 "
524 "525,
526 "
527 "
s28.
529 

"
530.
531 .
532 

"
533 "
534 "
53s "536.
537.
538 "s39.
540"
541 "
542 "
543 "
544 

"
545"
546 "
547 "548.
549 "s50.
551.
552 "
553 "
554 "
5s5.
5s6 "557.
s58 "559. c
560 "
551 "
562 

"
563 

"
564 

"
565 "
566 "
567 "
568.
s69.
570 

"
571 .
572 

"
573.
574.
575.
576.

s2z=sIcN( 1 . 0, ( ZAp(IND,¡)_Zep(r¡¡o"J_1 ) ) )sy=srcN( 1"9, (yÀp(rNÐ,J)_yÀp(rno,j_l I ) )-IF(Sy.Ee"Sez.AND "sTz:Ee.-l " O )svá=l . O
r r ( sy . Eg. - 1 " 0 . AND "szz "eg. I . 0 ) syz=2 . 0rr (sy.Ee. s2z "ÀND "szz.eO.l .0 )syz=¡ " orr(sy.Eg" 1 . 0.ÀND "szz.eO.-1 . 0)syz=4.0rr (eepp ( rHp,J ) "eg. 3. o )rHe¡¡
SLL=0 " 0
r r ( rNÐ. Eg. rNDD ) rneb¡

r r ( z¡p ( r ¡¡n, J- 1 ) . cr " zoB ( i - I ) " ÀND " zÀp ( r ¡¡n, J- 1 ) . LT " zoB ( I ) ) runINCR=INCR+ 1

xrs¡,f (rNcR)=xoB(r-'! l1(4Àp(¡un,J-1) -zOB(i_l ) )*(xos(l )_* xoB(r_1)) /(zos(r)_zos(l_l))
YTEM( r¡¡Cn ) =YAP ( l¡¡O, J_1 )
ZTEM( i¡¡Cn) =zÀP( ruo,J_1 )
INDEX(r¡¡CN)=IND
S¿P(INCR)=SYZ
ono ( rNcR) =J- 1

coro 499
END TF

END IF
rr ( zos ( r ) .eg" zÀp( r¡¡o,J-1 ) )rsB¡¡

I NCR=I NCR+ 1

XTEM( rNTcn) =xos ( r )
YTEM ( rHCR ) =YÀP ( r ¡¡O,,:- 1 )
ZTEM(rNcn)=zoe(i )
INDEX ( r¡ICN) =IND
sf.p(rNCR)=Syz
ono(INcR)=J-1
coro 499

END IF
GOTO 501
END IF

IF(rND.EQ"rHpO)THEN
rr'(z¡p(¡No,J-1 ) .cT"zoB(r-l ) .ÀND .zlp(rNp,J_1 ) .LT. zoB(r ) )rneINCR=INCR+1

xrEM ( rNcR ) =XOB ( r - 1 ) + ( z¡p ( rN¡,r- 1 ) -zoB ( r - 1 ) ) ** (xos(r )_xos(r_1 ) ) /(zoe(r )_zoetr_i I I
YTEM ( r ¡¡Cn ) =YÀP ( r ¡¡O , J_ 1 )
zrEM ( rncn ) =zÀP ( r¡¡o,.¡_ I )
INDEX(rNCN)=IND
Sr.P(INCR)=SYZ
ono(INcR)=J-1
rF(syz"NE"sLL)rHeN

rr(sepp(r¡¡o,J-1 ) .EO. 3, 0)sLp( rHcn) =0. 0
END IF

wRrrE ( I , o )xrelr( r¡¡cn) ,yrel{( rncn) , zrEM( i¡¡cn)
END IF

END IF
SLL=SYZ
rr( zos(i ) .eg" zÀp(r¡¡o,J-1 ) )rHeH

, rNDEx( r¡¡cn), st p ( INcR )

GOTO 498
END IF
rr (zos( r ) .cr "zLp(ruo,J-1 ) .ÀND" zoB( i ) .rr .zLp(r¡io,;) )TFreu

GOTO 498
END IF
IF( zoB ( r ) .r,r" zÀp( rNn,J-1 ) .ÀNÐ. zoB ( t ) "cr" zÀp( r¡1o,,:) )ruex

I NCR= I NCR+ .1

xrEM(rNcn)=xoe(i)
yrEM(rNcn)=sL* ( zon ( r ) -z¡p( ruo,J-1 ) ) +yÀp( r¡¡o,J-.r )
ZTEM( rNcn) =zoB ( r )
INÐEx( l¡¡cn) =INÐ
Sr,p(INcR)=SYZ

Ono ( INCR ) =J- 1 + ( zon ( r ) -z¿p ( i ND, J- j ) ) / ( z¡p ( i ¡lO,J ) -zee ( r ¡¡o, ¡_ 1 )

498



577 .
578 "
579 

"580.
581 "
582 

"
583.
584 "
585"
s86.
587.
s88.
589.
590.
591 .
592.
593.
s94 "s9s.
596.
597.
598.
s99.
600.
501 .
602 

"
603 

"
604 "
605.
606.
607 

"
608.
609 "
510.
611 .
612 "
613"
614 "
61 5.
616 "
617 .
618.
61 g.
620.
621 

"622.
623 "
624 "
625 "
626.
627 

"
628 

"
629 

"
630 "
631 .
632 "Ã??
634.
63s.
635.
637 

"
638.
639 "
640.

c

c
c

GOTO 499
END iF
GOTO 501

499 CONTINUE
wRr rE ( I , * ¡ xrEM ( r ¡¡cR ) , vreþr ( r ¡¡cn ) , zrelø ( r ¡¡cn ) , r ruoex ( r ¡¡cn ) , slp ( I ¡¡cn )501 CONTINUE

rr(rND"Ee.rNDD)rse¡r
rr(z¡p( rHp,Jl ) .cr, zoB(t-l ) .ÀND"zap(r¡¡o,Jr ) .LT" zoB( i ) )rHe¡¡

I NCR= I NCR+ 1

xrEM( r¡¡cn)=xoB( l-l ) +(zep( r¡¡o,;r ) -zos(l-l ) ) * (xoe( I )-
xoe( r-1 ) ) / (zon(r )-zos( r-l ) )

YTEM( r ¡¡Cn ) =YÀP ( ttro, Jl
zrEM ( r¡¡cn ) =zÀP ( tuo r,lt
I NDEX ( T ¡¡CN ) =I ND
ST"P(INCR)=SYZ
ONO(INCR)=JI
rr(syz"NE.sLL)rse¡¡

rr (eepp( rNo,J-1 ) . Ee. 3. 0 ) srp( rucn) =0 " 0END IF
GOTO 609

END IF
END IF
rr ( zos( r ) .eg. zap( r¡¡o,.rr ) )THEN

I NCR=I NCR+ 1

XTEM( rHcn) =xos ( r )
YTEM( rNCn) =YÀP ( rUO r,:r )
ZTEM( rNCn) =ZOs( r )
INDEX(TNCN)=IND
STP(INCR)=SYZ
ONP(INCR)=JI
coro 609

END IF
GOTO 61 0

609 CONTINUE
wRr rE ( 8, * ¡ xrEM ( r ¡¡cn ), yteu ( r ¡¡cn ), zteu ( r ¡rcR ), r Nnex ( r HcR ), sle ( r NcR )

61 0 INDD=IND
wRITE(8,o¡rNcR
rr( r .NE.NFINIS )coro 701

61 1 r r ( uex. NE . MI N ) c¡¡.r, BUBBLE ( yrel{, Lr sr , t r,lcn )
rr (uax. Ee.MIN)cÀLL BUBBLE (onp,i.tsr, lNcn)
wRITE(8,*¡INcR
DO 699 IK=1,INCR

wRrrE (8,u' ¡xrEM(r,rst( lx) ) ryrEM(r.rsr( lx) ),zrEM(r,rsr( rn) ),*oRD(r.rst(tt<) )
699 CONTINUE

I NC-INC+ 1

wRITE(8,*)rNc
vEcs( 1 ,INc)=XTEM(rrsr( 1) )
vEcs ( 2, l¡lc) =YTEM(rlst( 1 ) )
vEcs ( 3 ,l¡¡c ) =zTEM(rlsr( 1 ) )
vEcs(+,tNc)=1.0
POSLIH(rNC)=.FÀLSE.
DO 602 KK=2,INCR

I NC= I NC +.1

wRITE(8,*)rHc,rNcR
r r' ( l¡¡x " Ee . Mr ¡¡ ) tgex

POSLIN(TNC)="TRUE"
rF (oRD(r.rsr(n¡r) ) -oRD(r.rsr(nn-1 ) ) "cr. I . o.oR.sLp(r,rsr(nn) ) "EQ. 0. 0 ) posLru( lHc) =.FÀLSE.coro 603

END IF
POSLIN(TNC)=.TRUE.
r r ( r NDEX ( rr sr ( nn ) ) . LT "MÀx " AND " rNDEX ( rr sr ( xn ) ) . cr. Mr x ) coro 6o 3
r r ( r NDEX ( r,r si ( xx ) ) . EO . MÀx. ÀND. r NDEx ( rr st ( xn- 1 ) ) . NE .MÀx ) coro 6o 3

."o.':



641 .
642 

"
643 

"644.
645"
646,
647 .
648.
649 

"
6s0.
651 .
652.
6s3.
654.
655.
6s6.
657 "
6s8.
6s9.
660.
661 .
662 

"
663.
664 

"66s.
666 

"
667 

"
668.
669.
570 "
671 .
672"
673.
674"
675 "
67 6.
677 .
678 "
679.
680.
681 .
682 

"583.
684.
68s.
586"
687 

"
688 "
689.
690 

"
591 .
692 "
693.
694 "
69s "
696.
6q1
698.
699.
700.
701 "
702.
703.
704.

605
603

I F ( I NDEX ( rr sr ( nn ) ) . E8. MI N " AND. r NDEX ( r,r sr ( nn- I ) ) " 
¡¡e " Mr N ) coro 60 3

POSLTN(INC)=.FALSE.
VECS
VECS
VECS

1, rNc ) =XTEM(r,r sr ( n¡< ) )
2, INC ) =YTEM(r,r Sr (nn) )
3, rNc ) =ZTEM(rr Sr(nn) )

VECS(4rINC)=1.0
602 CONTINUE

I NCR=0
rr ( r .NE.NFrHlrs )coro 702

701 CONTTNUE
wRrrE(8,*)r¡rc
DO 599 I=1,INC
vEcs ( t,r ) =(vecs( 1,r ) /sr-rx(¡<) )/sx(n)
vECs (2,t)=vECS ( Z, r ) /sr
vncs ( 3 , r ) = ( (vecs ( 3, r ) -TrNrr) /sp-rz (n) ) /sz (x)
wRrrE ( 8, * )vncs ( 1, r ),vEcs (2,r ),vecs ( 3, r ),vgcs ( +, r ), posLr¡¡ ( r )599 CONTINUE
tv( 1 )=rx(n)
rv( 2 ) =0.0
rv(3)=Tz(tr)
sv( 1 )=sx(¡r)
Sv(2)=1"0
Sv(3)=SZ(n)
cÀLL coNÀME ( x ,llelte )
PRrNT * r'SENDING VECTOR_' ,NÀMEr'o. o'
cÀLL PBEGS(NeMe,ERR) -
cÀLL PSECOL( "" rHUe(K) rSÀT(K) r "" 'ERR)cÀLL PTRÀNS(' "',w,' "',ERR)
CALL PSCA,LE( "" ,SVr "" ,ERR)

801

707

459

808

CÀLL PVCBEG
CÀLL PVCLIS
CÀLL PVCEND(ERR)
CÀLL PENDS(enn)
cÀLL PREMFR(H¡¡{E r 'OBJ.MODEL 

"ERR)
CALL pINCL (HeMe, 'OBJ "MODEL' ,ERR)
NSTÀRT=NSTÀRT+T.IOP ( K )
CONTINUE
v( 1 ) =0.0
v(2)=0.0
v( 3 ) =0.0
cÀLL psNV3D (V 12, 'TRÀN_TOTAL 

"ERR)
v( 1 ) =0.0v(2)=-z(l)/sr
V(3)=TINIT/SF
CALL PSNV3D (V, 1 r' TRÀN_TOTAL 

"ERR)
cÀLL PDTÀcH(enn) -
GOTO 700
cLosE ( unr r= z )
cLosE ( urql r=8 )
cLosE(uNlr=l I )
N=NSTORE
DO 459 JJJ=1 ,N
zP (.:.J,: ) =ZZT (J;¡ )

GOTO 606
closE ( u¡¡t r= 9
cLosE ( u¡¡l t= 3
CLOSE ( UNI r=4
cl,osE(uxlr=r2)
STOP
END

"", rNC r .FÀLSE., .FALSE.,3,pv]TEMrgnn)
I NC , VECS , POSLI N , ERR )

c
c
c

SUBROUTINE DENS
- 1îO _



7
7
7
7
7

705" C
706. c
707 " C
708" c
709" C

0" coMMoN MM,N,RV${ÀX,Zp(500),Tp(500),DR(500)
1" DÀTÀ c,BETA,PNULL/9,81,3"488-03,1.0137931E.05/
2, c wRrrE(4,102)
3 " 102 FoRMAT( 1H0 ,zqK,'DENSrry pRoFILE' / / 3x,'ELEV (M) ' ,5xo4" &'DENSrry (nc/cu"¡'t)'//)

7 1 5. TINT=O.
716 " DO200 J= 1 ,Ìit
717 " PWR=-G*BETÀ*TINT
718" DR(J)=(BETa*pNULL/(rp(,:)+273.))*nxp(pwn)
719. rF(J"cE"N) CO TO 30
720. ÀLpHÀ=(rp(;+1)-Tp(.¡))/(zp(,:+1)-zp(;))
721. rF(ÀLPHÀ"8Q"0.0) cO rO 10
722" DTrNT=ÀLoG( 1.+ÀLpHÀ*(zp(,¡+1')-zp(J)) / (rp(,:)+27 3" ) )/e¡.pse
723" GO TO 20
724" 1 0 DrrNr=(zp(¡+1 )-zp (¡l) / (rp(¡)+273")
725" 20 TINT=TINT+DTINT
726" 2OO CONTINUE
727 " 30 CONTINUE
728. c wRITE(4,104) (Zp(tr),On(u),r'r=1,N)
729" 104 FORMÀT(1X,2F14"6)
730. c wRrTE (4,107)
73i " 107 FoRMAT(1Ho)
732" RETURN
733. END
734" C
735" c
736" c
737 " suBRourrNE RADIUS(tU,LDEC,RAD)

cÀLcuLÀTroN oF DENSTTY AT Zp,Tp DATA POTNTS
ZP IN METERS, TP TN DEGREES C.
MODTFTCÀTION OF APR.82

usEs ÀVERÀGE LÀYER PROPERTTES (rel4p, ÐENSITy)
TO RETURN RÀY RÀDIUS IN METERS

THIS SR LOCATES Z $tfTHIN THE ZP,TP TÀBLE
GIVES LAYER BOUNDÀRIES ABOVE & BELOW Z

738" C
739 " c

755" C
756. C

740" DOUBLE PRECISION RÀD
741. COMMON MM,N,R\ruÀX,Zp(500),Tp(500),OR(500)
742" DÀTÀ c,BETA,F.pS/9"81,3"488-03,0.000226/
743 " DRÀV= (on(lu) +oR(r"oec ) ) /2 "744" ER=EPS*DRÀV
745. TÀVK=(Tp(rU)+rp(r,OeC)) /2"+273"746" ÐTÐz=(Tp(i,u)-rp(rpec)) / (zp(r,u)-zp(loec) )
747 " CURV=(otoz+c*BETA) *en/ ( ( 1 .+gR)*t¡v¡t)
748. RAD=1./CURv
749" RETURN
750. END
751" C
752" c
753" c
754" SUBROUTINE LOC(Z,UBDRY,LBÐRY,LU,LDEC)

757 " REÀL LBDRY
758" COMMON MM,N,R\¡t"lAX,Zp(500)
759. DO10 L=2,N760" rr(z.le"zp(r) ) co ro 20
761. 1O CONTINUE
762 " c wRrrE( 4,1 00 )
763. 1OO FoRMÀT(Ix//5X, I*** ABEND SR Loc . z oUTSIDE TÀBLE'/)
764 " 20 LU=L
765 " LDEC=L-1
766 " UBDRY=zp(lU)
767 . LBDRY=Zp(rpeC )

768 " RETURN



769"
770 

"
771 

"
772"
773 

"
774"
775.
776.
777 .
778 

"
779.
780.
781 .
782.
783.
784 

"785.
786.
787 .
788.
7gg.
790 "
791.
792 

"
793 "
794 

"795.
796 

"
797 "798.
799 

"
800 "
801"
802.
803.
804.
80s.
806.
807.
808 "
809.
810.
811.
812 "
813.
814 .
815.
816"
817 

"
818.
819"

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

1

2

END

suBRourrNE FIND(y, tuoex, z,N)
REÀL z(5000)
DO 1 J=1rN

rr'(¡ss (z(J ) -v) ,L8.0.001 )coro z
CONTINUE
I NDEX=J
RETURN
END

SUBRoUTINE BUBBLE (Y,r,t ST,N )
REAL Y ( 'l ooo )
TNTEGER N,COUNT,BOTTOM,ENCH,CURRNT,LT ST( 1 000 ),reMp
DO 1 I=1 rNLIST(l)=l
CONTINUE
BOTTOM=N
DO WHILE(BOTTOM.GT.1)

EXCH=0
CURRNT=1
DO WHILE ( CURRNT. LT. BOTTOM)

rF ( (y(Lrsr(cuRRNT) ) -y(r.rsr(cuRR¡rr+1 ) ) ) "GT. o " 0001 )THEN
TEMP=LI ST ( CURRNT)
rr sT ( cunnNr ) =LI sT ( cunnNr+l )
LI ST ( CUNN¡IT+1 ) =TEMP
EXCH=CURRNT

END IF
CURRNT=CURRNT+1

END DO
BOTTOM=EXCH

END DO
RETURN
END

820. c
821 

"822" c
823 

"
824 "
825.
826. c
827 .
828. c
829 

"
830 "
831.
832 "

suBRouTI NE SMOOTH ( X¡nney , yARRÀy 
, NToTÀL )

DTMENSION XÀRRÀY ( 500 ),yÀRRÀy( 500 ),rannay( 500 )
DTMENSTON Xv(500) ,W(500) ,8(500) ,C(5OO) ,D(5OO)
REÀL BTCTDTSEVÀLrU
OPEN (UNIT=1, FILE=' TEMPRO.DÀT', ÀCCESS='SEQUENTTAL',* FORM='FORMÀTTED', STÀTUS='OLD')
OPEN (U¡ITT=2 ¡ FILE='CONTOUR.DAT' , ÀCCESS='SESUENT]ÀL' ,* FORM='FORM.ATTED', STÀTUS='OLD')
READ(1,t5)NprS

15 FORMÀT(I4)
9TRITE(4,t5)l¡prs
READ (1,25) (yenn¡y(I ),xÀRRÀy( l ),r=t,NprS)

_ wRrTE(4,25) (yÀRRÀy(t ),xaRRÀy(I ),I=i ,Ners)25 FORMÀT(2814.6)
cÀLL SPLINE (NPTS ryÀRRÀy,XÀRRÀY,B,C,D)
READ (2,15 )¡¡tOrer.
wRITE(4,15)HtOrer"
READ(2,35) (renneY(r )
wRrrE( 4,35 ) (renn¡y( I

35 FORMÀT(814"5)
DO 2 I= 1,NTOTÀL

XV(I )=SEVÀL(¡¡PtS
YV(i )=TÀRR¿Y(I )

,I ='l ,NTOTAL )

) rI=1,NTorÀL)

, TÀRRÀY ( i ) , VeRRÀY , XARRAY , B , C ,D )

111



833 "
834.
83s "
836.
837 

"
838.
839.
840.
841 .
842 "
843 "
844.
845"
846 

"
847 "848.
849 "
850 "
851.
852 "
8s3 "854.
8s5.
8s6.
857.
8s8 "8s9.
860 "
861 

"
862 

"
863 "
864 "
86s,
866 "
867 

"
868 "
869.
870 "
871 .
872.
873.
874 

"
875 

"876"
877 .
878.
879 

"880.
881 .
882.
883 

"
884 

"
885 "
886 

"
887.
888.
RRq
890.
891.
892 "
893.
894.
89s.
896.

c
c
c

CONTINUE
DO 5 I=I rNTOTAL

XÀRRÀY(¡ )=xv(r )
Y.ÀRRÀY(r)=yv(r)
wRrrE (4 ,25 )XÀRRÀY( t ) ,vanRAY( I )

CONTT NUE
cLosE ( U¡¡r r= 1 )
cLosE ( U¡¡l r= 2 )
RETURN
END

suBRourrNE sPLrNe (N rx,Y,B,C oD)
INTEGER N

ryl!_x( s00 ),y(s00 ),8(soO),c(S0O),D( so0)
INTEGER NM1,IB?I
REAL T
NM1 =N- 1

rF(N"LT.2)Retunw
rF (N"rr" 3 )coro 50P(l)=x(2)-x(l)
c(2)=(y( z) -y( 1 ) )/o( I )
DO 10 I =2 ,NM1

D(r )=x(r+1 )-x(r )¡(r ) =2.* (p(r-l )+o(r ) )
c(r+1 )=(y(r+l )-y(r ) )/o(l )C(I)=C(r+1)-C(r)

CONTI NUE
B(1)=-p(1)
s(N)=-D(N-1 )
C(1)=0.
C(N)=0.
rF(N"Eg"3)coTo 15
cl 1 )=c(3 ) / (x(4)-x(2 ) )-c (z) /(x(3 )-x( 1 ) )
c f Nl=c {N:1) / (x(N) -x(N-2 ) ) -c(ñ-, i t Gtñ_l I _x(¡¡_¡ ) )c(1)=c('l ) *p( 1 )t "2/ (x(4)-x( i ilc(N)=-c(N)*o(N-l ) **2/ (x(¡¡)-xiN-¡) )Do 20 r=2,N
r=D(r-j)/n(r-l)
e(r )=B(r )-r*p(r-1 )c(I )=c(r )-r*c(r-l )
CONTINUE
C(N)=C(r,¡)/e(N)
DO 30 IB=1rNM1

I=N-IB
c(r )=(c(r )-D(r )*c(¡+l ) ) /s(t)

CONTI NUE

10

15

20

30

40

B(N)= (y(¡¡) -y(¡¡r,ll ) ) /p(¡¡¡¿l ) +D(NM1 ) * (c (¡¡¡,rl ) +2 
" 
*c(N)

DO 40 I='l ,NM1
s ( r ) = (v( r + 1 )-y( r ) ) /o(r ) -o( r ) " (c ( r + t ) +2. Èc ( r ) )o(r )=(c(r+1 )-c(i ) )/p(l )
C ( I ) =3. *c ( r )

CONTINUE
c(N)=3.*C(N)
o(H)=o(N-1)
D Etrnlfrtrt¿\g ¿ v¡\¡l

'r )=(y(2) -y (1) ) / (x(2)-x( I ) )
C('l )=0"
o(1)=0.
B(2)=B(1)
C(2)=0.
D(2)=0.
RETURN
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897 
"

898.
899.
900 "
901 .
902 "
903.
904.
90s.
906 "
947 .
908.
909.
910.
911 "
912 "
913.
914 .
915.
916 

"
917 

"
918.
919.
920.
921 "
922 "923.
924.qrq
926 

"
927 

"
928 

"929.
930.
931.
932.
933.
934 

"

c
c
c

END

REAL FUNCTTON SEVAT (tt rurx rY rB rC aD)]NTEGER N
REÀL U,x(500),y(500),8(500),c(soO),D(50o),DX
INTEGER I ,J,K
DÀTÀ T/1/
IF(I.GE.N)I=1
rr(u"Lr.x(i ) )coro 1o
rr(u.LE.x(r+l ) )coro 3o
I=1
¿=¡q+ 1

K=(I+J)/z
rF(u.LT"x(¡<) )¿=n
iF(u"cE.x(¡<) )r=x
rF(J"cT.r+1 )coTo 20
Dx=U-X ( I )
sEVÀL=y( I ) +ox* (n ( I ) +Dx*, (c( r )+Ðx*D( I ) ) )
RETURN
END

10

20

30

c
c
c

sunRourl NE coNAME (NÀMETD,NAME )
TNTEGER*4 NÀMEIP, J,L_NÀME
CHÀRACTER H¡¡,Tg*(*)
NÀME=' LI ST000'
L-NÀME=NÀMEID
J=l
DO WHrLE (r_¡¡e¡¿e"cT" o)

NAME (.: :,¡ ) lc¡+¡n ( uoo ( ¡._¡¡eMe, 1 0 ) + I CHAR (' O' ) )
L_NÀME=L_NÀME/ 1 O
J=J- 1

END DO
RETURN
END
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SEMJP ROUTTNE

This rouEine, vrritten ín Èhe special language of Èhe ps3o0,

is designed t,o prepare the ps300 graphics work station to
accept and to display the graphicar daLa generated by Èhe

main program.
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1.
2.
J"
A
L

6.
7"
8.
9"

10.
11.
12"
13.
14.
15.
16.
17"
18"
19.
20.
21 

"
22.
23"
24.
25"
26.
27"
28.
29"
30.
31.
32"
33.
34.
35"
36.
37"
38.
?Q

40 
"

â. I
û,)
43.
44.
45.
46"
47"
48.
49"
50"
51.
52.
53.
q¿

56.
57.
58"
qc

60.
bl.
62.
63.
64.

Vï EW : =BEG I N_S
SET CSM O}¡;
SET CONTRÀST TO "25;
FOV : =FI ELÐ_OF_VI EW 0 FROb{T=O
FROM:=LOOK FROM 0,010 AT 0r0
INSTÀNCE OF OBJ;

END S;
FOV: =F: FOV i
SEND 28 TO <2>FOV;
SEND 1 TO <3>FOV;
SEND 10 TO <4>FOV;
CONN FOV<1 > : <1 >VIEw"FOV;
XV: =F : XVEC
YV: =F : YVEC
ZV: =F : ZVEC

BACK=0;
,0 uP 0r0,0;

ÀCCT'M : =F ; ÀCCUMULATE ;
CONN DIÀLS<1>:<1>XV;
CONN DIALS<2>:<1>YV;
CONN DIÀLS<3> z<1>ZV:.
CONN XV<1>: <1>ÀCCUM;
CONN YV<1>:<1>ÀCCUM;
CONN ZV<1>:<1>ÀCCUM;
CONN ACCUM<1>:<1>FOV;
SEND V(0,0,0) TO <2>ÀCCUM;
SEND 1 TO <4>ÀCCUM;
FROM: =F : LOOKFROM;
CONN ACCUM<1 > : <2>FROM;
SEND V( 0,0,1 ) TO <1>FROM;
SEND V( 0,1 ,1 ) TO <3>FROM;
CONN FROM<1 > : <1 >VIEW.FROM;
P1:=F:PRINT;
P2:=F:PRINT;
P3:=F:PRINT;
PART: =F: PÀRTS i
CONN ACCUM<1 > : <1 >PÀRT;
CONN PÀRT<1>:<1>P1;
CONN PÀRT<2>:<1>P2;
CONN PÀRT<3>: <1 >P3;
CONN P1 <1 >: <1 >DLÀBEL1 ;
CONN P2<1> : <1 >DLABEL2 ;
CONN P3<1 >: <1 >ÐLÀBEL3 ;
OBJ: =BEGIN_S

TRÀNSL: =TRÀNSLÀTE BY 0 ,0 ,0;
model:= INSTÀNCE OF DÀTÀ;

END_S;
TRANX: =F:XVEC
TRANY: =F: YVEC
TRÀNZ : =F: ZVEC
TRÀN-TOTÀL : =F : ACCUMULÀTE ;
CONN DIÀLS<s> : <1 >TRANX ;
CONN DIÀLS<6> : <1 >TRANY ;
CONN DIÀLS<8>: <1 >TRANZ;
CONN TRÀNX<'1>
CONN TRÀNY<1>
CONN TRÀNZ<1>

< 1 >TRÀN-TOTÀL ;
< 1 >TRÀN_TOTÀL;
< 1 >TRÀN-TOTÀL;

CONN TRÀN-TOTAL<.1>: <1>OBJ 
" TRÀNSL;

sENÐ V( 0 ,õ', o ) TO <2>TRAN_TOTÀL;
SEND 1 TO <4>TRÀN TOTÀL:
P5: =F: PRINT;
P6 : =F : PRI NT;
ÞA . =F' . ÞÞI NT'

! .!¡\¿¡l¿ 

'PÀRT2 : =F : PÀRTS i
CONN TRAN-TOTÀL<1 >: <1 >PÀRT2;
CONN PÀRT2<l >: <1 >P5;
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65. CONN PART2<Z>:<1>P6;
66" CONN PÀRT2<3>:<1>P8;
67 " CONN P5<1>:<1>DLABELS;
68" CONN P6<1>:<1>DLÀBEL6;
69 " CONN P8<1>:<1>DLABELS;
70. SEND V(0,0,0) TO <1>TRÀN_TOTAL;
71" SEND V(0,0,0) TO <1>ACCUM;
7 2 " DT SPLAY VT Eç{;

tJb


